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ABSTRACT 
Seismic data wer'e colle.c;ted along a l.~km long se~tioQ 
·' 
< ' near Squires Pond Pa~k. These data a l ong with Sh~ l l .d a ta f or 
t he are a ·pro v 1 d e d r e f r a c t ion and · r e f l .e c t i on i n form at i o n . on 
I 
/ 
the subsurface structure of the area. 
. . 
.... 
Co111put e r · programmes were developed and impleme n ted to 
., 
proc1ss the refraction and reflection 
interpre te d in t e r m s o f l~ e o 1 o g i c 
_, 
data and the data were~ 
st'ructure . An i deal 
synthetic seismogram was constructed and c~mpared with the 
stacked section, and~· good correlation ~as obtained • 
. 
Two shallow reflectors and refractors at average dept hs 
about 7Sm and 175m were d-etected. The seismic interpretat i on 
agrees with the loc·al geology and with the available gravity 
a~d 111agnet!cs interpretation • 
.. 
' 
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IRTJilODDCTION 
The present work is concerned with a seismic s~udy of the 
Deer Lake Basin ·of west central Newfoundland. The bat\ in is 
approximately bounded by l~tltudes 49°00'N an~ 49°30'N and 
longitudes 56C'50'W and 57°30'W. Economic Interest 1 n the 
·,· basin arises .from the discovery of oil shale~ and coal 
(Hatch,l919), natural g .a. s . (We r n ~ r , l 9 55 ) , ~ d ura n ium 
associated with solid hydrocarbons (Hyde,l979; 
O'Suliivap,l979) in the basin. 
1.1 Objective 
The main aim of the present study was t o ' process q h e 
seismic data a·nd to tnterpret the final seismic sections in 
terms of geologic struetur~. As a major ~art of tbis work, 
comut~r programmes were developed to proces~ the seis~ic 
data because of nonavailsb~ity of such programmes at 
M~morisl University. The developed programmes were used in 
dat~- p•oce.,1ng in o•de.' to get the final oelam1c aectJona 
for \ 1 n t e r pre tat 1 on . A 111s j or object i v e of the present 
' . 
investigation was to . find the- attitude, geometry and depth, 
of the shallow reflectors a·nd refractors below the Squires 
Park line which traverses part of ~he Humber Synclin~ 
(Hyd·e.l979)(Fig.l.l). The seismi c int~rpretati'on of .the 
Squires Park line will be correl~ted with the local geology 
and with . the re cent-ly publ1ah·ed gravity an~ magnetic 
in~erpreta~ion of the area (Miller and Wright, 1984]. 
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1.2 Geolosy 
The· De.er Lake Basin is a narro~ elliptically shaped 
northeasterly trending basin in west central Newfoundland. 
The b~sin extends nor~h to White Bay and is connected with 
. 
the Bay St. Georg~ Basin to the south (Fig.l.2). 
I 
The basin -
contc!ins Carboniferous rocks (Hyde,l979; - ~ Haworth and 
Sanford,l976; Haw~rth et al.;l976) and is bounded on the 
northwest by the crystalline rocks of the Long Range Complex 
and on the east by the lower Paleozoic oceani£ rocks of the 
Dunnage Zone (Williams,l979)(Fig.l.l) 
The stratigraphic and stuctural development of the Deer 
. 
Lake Basin " has been recently studied by Hyde(l979,1983) and 
Knight(l982). Within the larger basinal framework, smaller 
sub-basi'ns developed during different time intervals. ·For 
this reason, Carboniferous strata of variable age 
unconformally overlie pre-Carboniferous basement rocks .from 
place to place.in the basin. The age of the strata within 
the Deer Lake Basin can not be estimated . with certainty, but 
most if not all, strita were depoSited during the time span 
Tournaisian-Westphalian A (Hyde,l983). 
Our main interest was the geolo~y of th~ H~mber Sync lhte 
. . 
• in the Deer Lake Basin as the . seismic line traverses this 
area and is. described in detail. 
The major pait of the Deer Lake Basin is occupied by 
Carboniferous rocks which can be d1v1~ed into two main parts 
based on the - structure of the ~asin(F1g.I.l)(Hyde,l983). In 
the western half of the basin is the major northeast 
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Fig. 1.2 After Sanford, !LV. et. al. (1979) Geol09y of Eastern Canada 
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trending Humber Syncline of the Deer Lake group rocks 
'composed of North Brook, Rocky Brook, and Humber Falls 
Formations. In the eastern part of the basin the · Deer Lake 
Group is represented by "How ley Beds"(Hacquebard et 
al.,_L960).'-Jhe Humber Syncline is fault bounded on the·east 
by the B i r c li y R 1 d g .t Fa u 1 t ( Hyde , 1 9 8 3) • S ma ll a n t 1 c 11 n a 1 and 
synclinal struct·ures are found in the major syncline 
especially in the northern side of the Humber Falls 
formation. The Squires Park seismic line passes over this 
area(Fig.l.l) 
North Brook !t'ormation: The oldest unit in the Humber 
Syn<;:line is the North Brook Formation which unconformably 
overlies Lower Paleozoic metasedimentary strata in the 
western part of the basin. The stratigraphic thickness of 
this formation varies from a feather edge to possibily about 
2000m elsewhere in the basin (Fig.l.l)(Hyde,l983), The North 
Brook formation is characterized by reddish, and to a lesser 
extent grey. sandstones, conglomerates and siltstones. This 
formation has all the characteristics of fluvial deposipon. 
Rocky Brook Formation: The Rocky Brook Formation is Visean 
in age (Hyde,l979) and is conformable with the North Brook 
Formation in such a way th'it the lower part of the Ro c ky 
Brook is interpreted to be ' intertonguing with and the facies 
equivalent to the upper portion of the North Brook 
Formation. The Rocky Brook Formation ia about lOOOm thi c k a s 
a maximum, but 500-600m is •.:.J more usual. 
Hyde(l983) suggested that. the Rocky Brook Formation can be 
6 
internally subdivided into a lower member(not shown in 
Fig.l.l) which contains mainly red, calcareous siltstones, 
grey to green siltstones and mudstones, and intercalated 
calcareous dolostones and dolomitic limestones. The upper 
member contrasts with the lower member in that it lacks red 
strata and is dominated by grey, green and black mudstones, 
and grey to green siltstones. Pyrite, oil shale and fossil 
fish are much more a bundant in the u.pper member than in the 
• 
lower member. 
Humber Falls Forma tion: Thi s formation having a maximum 
thickness of about 250m sharply overlies the Rocky Bro o k 
Formation in the western part of the Deer Lake Rasin. The 
Humber Falls Formation is of Visean age and is composed of 
light grey to light green, pink, red, and orange, arkosic 
sandstones, pebble conglomerates, and red to grey siJ.tstones 
and mudstones. Sedimentary features are i.resent in this 
formation. The Humber Falls formation is thought to be the 
'product of fluvial deposition. 
Hyde(l983) defined a new unit known as " Little Pond Brook 
Formati o n", which was previously considered to be the 
younger Howley Formation(Belt,l969; Hy'ae and Ware,l981). The 
age of this formation is in between Visean · to N a mu r 1 an, 
which is quite distinct from the Westphalian A assemblage of 
the Howley Formation. The Little Pond Brook Formation 
gradationally overlies the lower member of the Rocky Brook 
Formation at Grand Lake(not shown in Fig.l.l), but also 
f \ 
appears along the eastern side of the Grand Lake. Although 
' 
\ 
7 
the Humber Falls Formation overlies the Rocky Brook 
enough Formation, the Little .. Pond Brook Formation has 
lithologic difference to remain as· separate unit. It has t h e 
more ~abundant organic matter 
h e terogeneity that ,distinguishes 
and 
the 
greater 
Little 
Formation from the Humber Falls Formation. 
lithologic 
Pond Bro o k 
The Little Pond Brook Formation is about 750m thick a n d 
consists of sandstones, pebble to boulder congl o merates and 
siltstones. Its forll'latfon is interpreted to be another 
fluvial deposit in the _Deer Lake Basin with drainage 
predominantly from the east. 
Northwest of the Deer Lake Basin are t he Pre c ambrian rocks 
o f t h e L o n g R a n g e Com p 1 e x c ·o n s 1 s t 1 n g o f m e t a g a b b r o , g a b b r o i c 
dikes, granitic gneiss and individual granitic plutons; and 
so.uthveat of 
Ordovician 
the 
rocks 
basin are the 
predominantly 
Late Preca~brian-Middle 
carbonates 
recrystallized do lost one, dolostone breccia 
variably 
(including 
t r e mo 1 it e- ph 1 o go p4 t e aarble), li•estone, quartzite, quartz-
mica schist and mica schist (Hyde,l983), 
Southeast and northeast of the Deer Lake Bssfn. are t he 
pre-Carbonifeious rocks. The rocks to the southeast consist 
o f the Devon 1 an v o 1 can i c rocks , reddish conglome,rat e and 
sandstone, whereas to the northeast are the Devonian Gull 
Lake intrusive and Wild Cove Pond intrusive au it e that 
consiets mainly of gr·anite but also granodiorite, diorite 
and gabbro (Hyde,l983). 
The Howley Format ion which Hyde considers the youngest 
, 
) • 
8 
stratigraphic unit • in the -basin is Westt>halian A age. It 
lies east of the Cabot Fault. west of the' Topsails Igneous 
suite and s.outh of the Wild Cove Pond Igneous suite. It is 
not considered part of the Deer. Lake Group because of the 
age differ -ence (Dee-r Lake · Gro~p mainly Visean). Hyde(l979) 
suggests a .maximum total stratigraphic thickne s s of 3100m if 
there has been no repetition by faulting or f o 1 d 1 ng 1 n an 
area if inter,m1ttent exposure . Neale and 
considered the 
• 
thickn-ess to be 2440!11 based 
interpretation. Miller end 
I 
interpret the thickness to be lSOOm based on 
magnetics. 
The Howley Format ion consists of . grey to 
Naf!h(l963) 
upon their 
Wright(l984) 
gravity 
• 
and 
rel'l pebble 
,"f 
conglomerates, and sandstone that are 'i nt e r :be dded with 
siltstone . and mudstones. Thin seams of bltuminous ~olll are 
also present in the Howley For11ation. This f .o r !liSt 1 on :Is 
inteipreted to be a fluvial deposit (Hyde.1983). 
Accordi.ng to Hyde( 1979) the history - of the Deer Lake Basin 
can not be ' I interpreted in terms of single basin 
d~position. He suggested that the whole j s a pull-apart 
basin into which sediment'as "''.re deposited frol!l tile 
surrounding positiv~ t opog ra phic features. The Hu111ber 
Syn~ne as interpreted 
Formation genesis is poorly 
in this fashion but the Howley 
understood. • 
/ 
I 
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1.3 Previous Geophysical Work 
In the past, several geological surveys had been conducted 
in · the Deer Lake Basin but. rio regional geophysical work had 
been done ·in that area. Intense e.._x p 1 o r a t i o n geophysical 
.. 
J 
surveys were conducted in limited areas; Recently, ~xtensive 
gravity surveys were conducted (Mille~ and Wrigh t ,l984) and 
I 
/ ' pa.lli!omagnetic studies were done by Strong and Irving(l98.3). 
I 
1.3.1 Gravity and Magnetics 
In.the mid 1960s a gravity survey waa conducted by · the 
Dominion o b s e r v.a t or y with a mean station spacing of 13km 
I 
(Weaver,l967). From Weaver's surv~y a high positive gravit~ 
anomaly was ~b se rved in the Adies ~ond area which correlates 
with gabb~o and/or diorite mapped by . 8aird(l960) . Weaver's 
survey also showed a pronounced eastward trending gravity 
low over the Howley Formation whh:h was interpreted to be 
Skm thick compared with the geological estimate of 2440m 
from Neale and Nssh(l963). 
In 1981 and 1982 gravity data were collected extensively 
. 
by 8 H'emorilil University team (Miller and Wr:lght,l984) in 
the Deer Lake Basin. The Bouguer anomaly map shows that 
there ·are strong positiv~ anamalies in the northeast and 
southeast part of the ba·sin wh:lch correlate with the Wfld 
Cove Po.nd and Topsails igneous auitis reepectively. Miller 
and Wrtght(l984) also showed a positive anomaly 1 n the 
. 
nor~hweet part of the baeln whfch · agrees 'lith the mapping of 
Weaver'.s .Adies Pond High and coincides with th-e location of 
the olde~t crystalline rocks in the area. 
10 
A prominant northeast trend and the pres~nce of east-west 
trend in the eastern po~on of 
\ 
the· Deer Lake Basin are , 
observed in the r~gional trend map. 
The features close to the .surface were prominent on the 
·r 
residual anomaly map which shows sl~ghtly negati~e gravity 
features in the Humber Syncline coinciding ~ith the geology · 
of that area. 
Miller and Wright (1984) also discussed the redu c ed 
magnetic data for the ba s1 n. They showed that the major 
magnetic anomalies were observed in the north of the basin 
. ~hich is dominat~d by an east-west trending high t*wards the 
northwest extension of the basin and found that the trend of 
this anomaly pattern .is orthogonal t o that of the major 
syncline area. Another positive magnetic anomaly having a 
north-south trend occurs in the central portion ot the 
northern edge of the basin. They poin.ted out' that both of 
these high ~agnetic anoma.liea t~rminate over Humber 'Filla 
rocks and \>oth have uraniua occurences aapped on their 
flanks on Smyth and Martineau's . map (Smyth and 
Hart1neau,l982). 
Hiller and Wright ( 1984) used n u • e r 1 c a 1 .two-dime n s ,ion a 1 
gravity and magnet~c modellln~ techniques to establish the 
/ 
thickness of various features of the Humber Syncline and the 
Howley. Foraation. They computed the g~avity and magnetic 
results for the varioua geological models which evol~ed from 
Hyde's(l979) interpretation. 
! 
Their modelling results show .that the ••in Humber Syn~l1ne 
\ 
L 
11 
has a maximum thickness of 1200m. It is underlain~n the 
west by a mafic/ ultramafic body and ' the east by material of 
higher than average density having a l ow magnetic 
susceptibility~ Another result from t he m'o de 1 11 n g 1 s . t he 
constraint on the total vertical thickness o f the Howley 
Formation . A good estimate of the Howley dedimentS thickness 
was made from the gravity and magn_etic modelling a n d a 
maximum thickness of sediment was suggested to be 1 5 00~ 
(Hiller ·and Wright .1984) which disagrees wi t h t he est i mates 
of Weaver(.l967). Neale and Na s h(l963) and Hyde(l979). 
1 • J. 2 l'a leoaagnet i s• 
Strong and Irv1ng(l983) conducted paleomagneti c s tud i e s o f 
the Deer Lake Basin . a·equence, and thereby obtained so me 
indication of movements relative to other Carboniferous 
rocks of Newfoundland. They stud t·e d the samples of 
Carbon 1 ferous St. Lawcence Granite and the Spanish Room and 
J~rrenceville .Foraations of. the B1Hin Peninaula(Avalon 
Tectonic zone) of eastern Newfoundland. in addition · to 
samples from Deer Lake Carboniferous Basin. Their deta f rom 
four formations of the Deer · Lake a 11 yield a 
consistent paleolatitude of about 20 degrees south, in 
agreement with the values deter11ined froa the. early 
Carboniferous ( Tourna fa ian) Te rrenc_evflle For11at ion of 
eastern Newfoundland on the eastern side of the Appalacbian 
orogen. Fro11 the good . ag r eement o f the result•, St rong and 
Irving suggested that there is no paleoaagneti·c evidence for 
I 
• 
I· 
12 
previously propqse~ 2000km 
c' 
disp~~cemen·t of the northern 
Appalachians from the south relative to cratonic North 
America during the Carbonif'erous (Kent and Opdyke; 1979), 
although it could have occurred earlier or ' it copld have 
been smaller than could be detectable paleomagnetically. 
1.4 Present Survey 
}'he present seismic survey was ~onducted during August 
~ / 
1981 by me~b~rs of the Earth Sciences d~partment of Memori•l 
University., Seismic data were collected on a profile ss. 
along the road in the Squires Park area, north of Miller & 
W r 1 g ti.t ' s ( l 9 8 4) gravity profile A~ (Fig . 1. l ) . Both the 
refraction and reflection data were obtained on the same 
... 
r e c o r d s u s 1 n g .s h o t s c o n s 1 s t i n g o f l kg o f ' d y n a m 1t e b u r 1 e d a t 
depths" from· 1-3m. The. n~ar-offset of t .he geophone was 25m. A 
... 
single geophone was placed every 50m along the line using 24 
geophone -locations p~r sprea~ with the total spread length 
of · l ' l75m from the shot to the last geophone. Fourtel!n shots 
were det onsted 
at an interva-l 
at every second geophone focation, that is, 
of lOOm g 1 vi na 
.. 
a tot a 1 coverage of 
1. 4km. Out of these 14 shots, 
. \ 
shot number 2 
and -12 were noise shots. The data were digitally recorded 
using a DAS recording system wit,h . a sample eve ry lms. The 
ele;at!ons of the shots and the geophones w~re measured with 
respect t .o the elevation of the gravlt'y station 4003 
O'ig.l.l) • 
. In this thea~li, t "he refraction data (Chapter 2), and the 
13 
reflection data (Chapter 3) are discuss~d. The processe d 
data are interpreted g-eologically \and compared ' with t he 
# 
available gravity and magnetic results (Chapter 4). 
\ 
'y 
\_ 
... 
\ . 
\ 
.. 
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2 REFRACTION 
2.1 Purp~ae of the Refraction Studies 
'J:h e purpose of the preliminary seismic ref!action study 
was to ·determine the representative velocities of t he 
differe'nt 
w 
formations in th'e Deer Lake Carboniferous basin 
from Shell seismic data (Westfield Minerals Ltd, ~981). The 
•. 
main objective of the refraction study along the S~uires 
Park line which traverses part of the Humber Syncline was to 
determine the depth of the basement from the first break 
information and hence to find the internal structure of the 
beds. 
2.2 Preliminary Velocity Determination 
In the preliminary refraction study, the velocity of the 
different formations in the Deer Lake c ·arboniferous 'J>asip 
was determined from Shell seismic.data. The data collection, 
the processing of th~se data and finally, the results 
obtained from the data vhich give the veloc~ty·of different 
formations in the Deer Lake basin are discussed below. 
2.2.1 Collection of Data 
In Ha1 1981, seismic refraction tests wer!i! conducted by 
Shell (Westfield Minerals Ltd, 1981) at tvelve locations in 
the Deer Lake basin (Fig.2.1). Two shots, one at each end of 
the spread, were recorded in each location except at. location 
I. Five single shots were recorded in location 1 • One 
.· 
\ 
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Fi9 . 2 . 1 Shot point loc ati o n !'lap (li f t e r Ue stfield Mine ra l & Ltd., 1981). 
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16 
kilogram of dynamite was used in each shot. The offset to 
the nearest geophone was 2 Sm and single geophones were 
s pa c ed every 25m a l ong t he linE! - u s ing 12 geophone lo ca t i ons 
1 n each s .pread. The data were digitally recorded with 
sampling every lms and the record length for eac h shot was 
lsec . The average gain of each tracs was 60db. There was no 
instrumental delay in recording ~nd no filters wer e used . 
2.2.2 Processing of . Shell Data 
The Shell seismic refraction data \ were pro c e s sed fro m the 
plots of the data. The first refraction arrival was ma r ked 
on the field plot of the refraction dat~ for 
-~ 
each shot in 
evety location of the Deer Lake basin and the t i me-di s tance 
curve was drawn through the first arrivals . Nc corrections 
were mad~ for ~levat~on differences since no elevatio ri data 
was available. The velocity · of the upper layer was 
determined fro11 the inverse . slope of the ~!me-distance 
curve. The average velocity and the range of the velocity of 
different formations were computed. Their va·l ue s were 
tabulated in Table-2.1. 
2.2.3 lesulta froa Shell Data I 
Th e r e sults of Sh e ll seismic refraction data wh i ch s ~ o w 
the ra·nge and the average velocity the d i f f erent 
Formationa o f the Deer Lake baafn are given b e l o w 
(Ta ble-2 .1). 
r / 
\ 
\ 
-· 
-----------------------------------------------------~----
Shot Point 
Location nos. 
Formation Range of 
Velocity(m/s) 
Average 
Velocity(m/s) 
---~---------------------------------------~-------- ------
Humber Falls· 2800•3200 3000 
z' 6 '7 Rocky Brook ·3200-46SO 392 5 
1,4 North Brook 4400-4650 4S25 
5,8 Precambrian 6600-7140 6870 
10' 11 Devonian 4500..:.5400 4950 
9 Howley 4160 4160 
12 Anguille Croup 4880 48"80 
----------------------------------------------------------
. . 
~ ' Table-2.1 Average velocity from Shell seismic refraction 
data. 
Our main was to consider the Jelocity of the 
Humber Falls. Rocky Brook and North Brook Formations be cause 
the Squires Park line traverses this area.- The velocity of 
these formations was found to be significantly different 
from each other ( T a Iii e- 2 • l ) • These velnc1t1es play an 
1 mport ant role ·1 n ti"ot h of our refraction and reflection 
studies. 
The a v e r a_g e v e 1 o c 1 t y o f t h e Humber Falls Formation was 
3000m/s which overlies the Rocky Brook Formation of higher 
ve~ocity of approximately 4000m/s. The average veloci~y of 
the North Brook Formation - is about 4500•/a. On the basts of 
these ~elocity contrast•, the velocity contours were chosen 
to determine the layeri~g in ae1a•1c refractlqn studies. 
There are various i•pl1cationa of the velocity ·of Humber 
Falls, Rocky Brook and Norih Brook For•atione in reflection 
studies. Firet)y. the upper layer average ~elocfty 3000m/a 
was used in determining the static correction in both 
r~fraction and reflection data. Secondly. these velocities 
p Is y e d an i 11 port a n t r o 1 e 1 n eat 1m at 1 n g · t he s t a c k 1 n-g v e 1 o c 1 t y 
• 
18 
r o.r the Normal Moveout correction. And finally, they were 
used to calculate the reflection coefficient for the 
synthetic modelling in reflection interpretation • 
• The velocity of the other formations gave an idea of 
,/ 
geology of the entire Deer Lake Basin./ The velocity of t he 
Howley Formation was 4160m/s. It was less than the velocity 
of the Devonian intrusive and Anguille Group Formations 
whose values were 4950m/s and 4880m/s ,respectIvely. These 
results were consistent with Hyde's interpretation 
.... ... ' ' .· 
considered the Howley Formation as the youngest unit (Hyde, 
1983). The Precambrian rocks of Long Range Comp1ex had the 
maximum velocity in the range of 6660-7140m/s. The higher 
velocity in Precambrian rocks was reasonable as it consists 
of compact high density metamorphic rocks such as quartzite, 
mica schists etc. (Hyde, 1983). 
2.3 Squire• Park line 
The Squires Park line traverses pert of the Humber 
Syncline. The refractio~ and reflection data of the present 
study were collected together along that 11 ne. The 
refraction data V@re processed and interpreted and are 
discussed in this chapter. 
-
' 
1 9 
2.3.1 Collection of Data 
In August 1981, seismic re.fraction data were collected by 
a team from Memorial University along the Squires Park line. 
The offset of the nearest geophone was 25m and single 
geophone was placed every 50m along the line using 24 
geophone locations per spread. Fourteen shots were detonated 
at eve\~y second geophone location with an interval· of 100in 
giving a tot:al coverage of about 1.4 km. Shot number 2 and 
12 wera misfires a nd all t,he shots consist of 1 kg 0 f 
to 3m depth. The data were digitally 
recorded with samplin~· every lms. The shot and the geophone 
elevations were measured with respect to the elevation of 
the gravity s,tation 4003 (Fig.! .1.) and 
tabulated (Appendix-!). 
2.3.2 Processing of Data 
their values were 
At first. th'e seismic refraction data were ·static 
corrected in the data processing,- The purpose of the static 
correction was to eliminate the effect of differ.ing _ surface 
elevation. 
' The .te·c hnique for static correction was . to correct the 
data to a "datum el.e vation" (datum plane) by removing the 
calculate_d t:ravel times from the sou'rce 
. from the geophQne to the datum. 
The static correction is 
li t 
0 
li t + li t 
5 g 
'· 
to the datum and 
( 2 . 1) 
' . 
:r 
-20 
•' 
where li t = 
s 
E - Ed s 
v 
av 
ts the source correction 
and flt g is the geophone correction. 
E·.s and Ec are the elevation of source and geophone and Edis 
the datum eleva_tion which was chosen 40m below the gravity 
station 4003 in order to be below the lowest elevation 
.&.eophone. The· average velocity ·to the da.tum, V• JOOOm/s used 
for the static correction which was obtained from 
pre 1· 1m in a r y refraction _survey of She 11 (West fie 1 d Miner a 1 s 
L t d , 1 9 8 1 )( S e cti o n 2 • 2. 3 ) • 
S 1 n c e . f or e a c h. s h o t 2 4 traces were recorded, · the shot 
correction was common' to every trace . in . the record .and the 
individual geophone correction was col)lputed for each t r;tce. 
,. 
For the · 14 sho~ in Squires Park line, ,s~e total number of 
t r a c e s w a s 3 3 6 a n d e a c h o f t hem was s t a t i.e c o r r e c t e d • 
Th~ corrected data were plott'ed as . tra.vel times vers1,1s 
offset dis·tance of the geophones. These time-distance curves 
are ·shown in figures 2'.2 to 2,13. The velocity of each layer 
I . 
was determined from the inverse ·;;lope of 
.. f' . the static 
corrected . first br.eak data for. all shots • .. Thei ·r valu e s were 
tabulated in Table-2.2. 
Assuming horizontal layering, the depth tci the int e rfaces 
were calculated by ~sing the relations (Appendix-2) 
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TABLE 2.2 Offset distance, intercept time, velocity, depth and crossover distance of different 
shots in Squires Park line. 
SHOT OFFSET INTERCEPT VELOCITIES THICKNESS CROSSOVER 
POINT DISTANCE TH1E (S) IN SEC IN M/SEC IN METERS DISTANCE 
NO . IN METERS IN METERS 
xoff 1 xoff 2 Til Ti2 vo vl v2 zo zl 
computation graph 
1 148 - .052 - 3388 4546 - 132 - 695 700 
-
3 151 - .041 - 3304 4167 - 116 - 654 625 
4 101 266 .028 .060 3100 3846 4464 74 97 450 465 
5 97 - .044 - 2961 4118 - 94 - 464 450 
6 96 - .046 - 3012 4231 - 95 - 481 500 
7 94 171 .028 .094 3036 3894 6372 75 124 428 435 
8 127 258 .022 .086 3209 3611 5263 65 139 545 475 
9 86 - .051 - 3014 4643 - 101 - 438 425 
10 116 - .048 - 3268 4552 - 113 - 556 550 
11 86 - .048 - 3146 4762 - 101 - 445 475 
-
13 79 .038 - 3125 4508 - 82 - 387 400 
14 57 .030 - 2959 4327 - 61 - 280 290 i . 
w 
w 
z 
T. 
1 
2 
34 
F -( ( 2. 2) 
(Two layer case) 
(2. 3) 
(Three layer case) 
where T, and T are the intercept times. obtained from the 
- 1 i2 
time-distance curves for the two-layer and three-layer 
cases. 
~t was necessary to compute the offset dil,lt.an·ce for each 
shot to locate the exact horiz:ontal position from which the 
.. 
refraction starts. • These 
( A p p e n d 1 x- 3 ) by u' s 1 n g .t he r e 1 a t i o n 
. 
i 
c 
distances were compuJ;ed 
( 2. 4) 
-1 
·where 1J i'S the depth of t .he interface and \:- Sin (v0 ·tv1 ) , 
the critical angl~ of refraction and their values were 
tabulated (Table~2.2). 
The velocity contrast at the boundary of the l ayers was 
-1 
plotted against the· shot numbers taking care of depth and 
offset' distance (Fig.2.14). From this · plot it was · clearly 
observed that two distinct layers were present at about 
3000m/a and 4000m/s velocity contrasts. · At these velocities, 
~ wo c ontours were drawn ~nd were interpreted in the next 
sec tion. 
•·· ··-- - - ..,.- ---·--···-- ·-- - .. ·---- - -- - •. - . ---·-. 
\ 
.. 
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2.3.3 Refraction I~terpretation 
The results of the refraction data of Squires Park line 
are shown in Fig.2.14. FroiD the velocity COf!tOurs of this 
plot. it was observed that the average depth t o the 
interface bet ween the fir s t and second layers was a bo ut 90 m 
and the average depth to the interface , between the second 
and third layers was 170m. It was also observed that there 
was an anticlinal shaped · f nt erface with the f1 rs~l ayer 
. 
. . 
in t e r face cresting at shot 6 and t•e sharp c-tla' nge s o f 
velocity near shot · 7 and in between shots 10 and 1.1. The · 
4 0 0 Om Is v e 1 o c 1t y contour 1 n t e r fa ~e rough 1 y followed :the 
first layer except, in between shot 6 and 10 where a 
distinct c hange was observed. 
The nature of the velocity ·contours of the section 
(F1g.2.14) indicate that two are evi dent. 
Firstly, there• is an anticline cresting at shot 6 and a 
gentle westward dip of the Deer Lake Group rocks. The 
formation beneath the anticline .111 Humber Falls which 
ov.erlies the Rocky Brook of higher velocity. Secondly, there 
0 
are faults at shot 7 and in between sho.ts 10 and 11 with a 
gentle syn,cline in between the faults. The velocity con t ours 
observed in between the two faults were interpreted to m~an 
that the layers of this part were uplifted~ The foraation 
beneath this section vas Humber Fall• overlying the Rocky 
Brook . 
A change in: velocity __ g;~d1ent w&>s observed fro• shot . 11 to 
14 i nd i c al! iug the presenc e ol a • co•pac t , . high den~ity 
-
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37 
formation. The velocity beneath that part was higher'" t han 
0 
the velocity of the other part. It was interpreted that 
• 
the 
formation beneath this section was North Brook with a gentle 
d··tp tow.!trds the fault line which ag~eea with the local 
geology (Hyde,l981). 
, ·· 
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3 REFLECTION 
3. 1 Object he 
The main objectiv~ of t~e seismic reflection study was to 
interpret the stacked section for the determination of depth 
and attitude of reflectors and 
configuration and internal structure 
Humber Syncline basin over which the 
to 
• 
delineate , the 
of the part of the 
Squires Park line 
traverses. Computer pr~grammes were developed for the data 
processing sequence (Section 3.3) and implemented to obtain 
the final •stacked section. In order to obtain the stacked 
section, the reflec~ d~ta were processed to enhance the 
signal to noise ratio. In order to achieve the goal of the 
reflection study, high resolution (1 msec sample) data were 
collected which could precisely determine the configuration 
and geometry of the . reflectora. 
3.2 Reflect!~ Data Collection 
On the Squitoes Park line, the reflection and refraction 
data were collected together . . 
. I . . 
The reflectio'l?-data were 
recorded Jn Common~depth-point(CDP) gather with the coverage 
of 600% or 6-fold (Mayn~,l962). The reflector vas assumed t~ 
be horizontal and th~ subsurface coverage va~ half of the 
surface coverage. F1 rat, . shot · 1 vas detonate 'd and the 
eeismi'c signal was recorded by the geo·phone groupe 1 to ' 24. 
The subsurface coverage extended below geophone 1 .to 12. 
Secondli, shot 2 va• de~onated and the geophone group~ 3 to 
-
J 
1 
39 
. 
26 recorded the seismic signal with the subsurface coverage 
below _geophone 3 to 14. The cha~ge of the geophorie group was 
done by moving the seismic cab I e. Third 1 y, shot 3 was 
d et on at ed and the seismic signal was recorded by the 
geophone grod~~ ~ to 28 with the subsurface coverage below 
geophone 5 t 0 16 and, so on. The data were recor'ded . with 
hi.gh ti~e- resolution, that ·is, !!Bmpled every · 1 msec using a 
DAS recordirig system. 
3.3 Data Proces,ing 
The object 1 ve of the seismic reflection data processing 
was to improv~ the quality of the data and to present the 
data in a form that was conven 1 ent for geologic 
interpretation. The data recorded in the f te ld were in a 
multiplexed format. At first • the data were demultiplexed in 
• order to change the tiace order and after d~multiplexing the 
traces were in -~d order, that _ is· , the traces of . each 
record were together. The demultiplexing was done by 
Sefel(Calgary). The demultiple~ed d~t~ were nor~al1zed. - The 
normalization · was done by dividing each sample .of the data 
by the larges~ absolute value of the sample for each trace. 
The ~ormalieed data were plotted (pig. 3. 1) ~ Since there 
i 
were two misfires having shot / number 2 and 12, the traces of / . 
these shots vere . - not furt~er' pr:ocessed. These · tr·aces were 
/ 
eliminated by zeroing out b~fore HMO correction. All the 
! 
other demul't iplexed dat~ vere p'rocessed following the 
. I . 
sequence of processing · as/ given below_. 
. I 
,/ 
I 
I 
. -' 
i 
/ 
-
( 
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SEQUENCE, OF PROCESSING 
DEHULTIPLEXED OAT~ 
J----__,j~:---,--- Norm a 1 i z at 1 on I 
STATIC CORRECTION 
t 
MUTE 
~1-.-------..~f---- Norma 1 i z at 1 on 
FILTER 
Notch J Band Pas: 
Normalization 
COP GATHER 
-r~--·-.. ~--~<~--- Velocity Analysis 
NHO 
CORRECTiON t . 
S-TACK 
t 
. FINAL SECTION 
The programmes for this processing sequence were 
developed and are presented in Section 7 • 
. . 
' 
. ~ 
41 
3.3.1 Static Correction 
The firs~ step of our proc~ssing was to apply a static 
correction to the ' normalized demultiplexed data. This 
correction was done only for the difference in sorface 
elevation since there was no weathered lay~r (Low velocity 
L..!Jyer} in the Squires Park · area. , 
The' basic technlque~for static correction· wa~ to c-orrect 
the data to datum elevation (datum plane) by removing the 
· calculated travel times from the source to the ~atum and 
from the geophone to the datum, The detai~ed technique of 
static correction has been discussed iQ Section 2.3.2. This 
correction was done for all the 24 trJces with each of 14 
shots, that is, for all the 336 traces. The static corrected 
traces are shown in Fig. 3,2. 
3.3.2 Mute 
-'· It was obs~rved in the plots of the data (Fig.3.2) that 
-
there were other events besides the primary ref·lections on 
the~ ~ record. The amplitude of these events was higher· than 
that of the primary reflections. It was necessary to remove 
these events from the record as our interest was to consider 
the primary reflections only. 
' · 
The most prominent o~he~ events were the refracted waves 
whose amplitude was larger than that of our primary 
refl,ections. Th~ . refracte'd waves were e'limin.ated from the 
r.iecords b)l' muting the traces, that is, by zeroing out those 
portions of each t~ace that contained refracted waves. The 
-; 
.. . 
' 
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data a lao contained "111r waves". This was the energy that 
- had tr,aveled from the source to the r::eceivers through the 
air at the velocity of sound in the air (about 330m/a). The 
air. waves were . also .muted out from the rfcord - Then' the 
muted ·data were renormalized and the traces were plotted 
. (Fig.].]). As can be seen from these traces the reflection 
events are nov prominerit. Note for example the events 
numbere'd A & B. 
~.3.3 Filter 
The purpose of the filtering in seismic reflection work is 
to remQve noise, in other words, signal with undesirable 
fre~uenci~s from the record, leaving the primary reflections 
,Joravi~ geological meanin~. Before the filters were chtosen, 
an average power spectrum for each shot was calculated and 
plotted. A sampl~ plot for shot l is show~ fri figu~e 3.4 • 
. 
From tRia figure it is clear that there was an f.n t e r fer en c e 
effect with the power line frequency at 60Hz. To eliminate 
this effect, the 60H~ b~nd rejection filter (oT notch 
filter) was used. To exclude the noise which was · mainly due 
to surface waves (ground roll), a band pass Butterwort·h 
filter " was used with a cut of low frequency 20Hz an~ high 
frequency 120Hz~ 
Rotch Filter 
The not~h filter (Truxal,l955) vas designed to reject 6 0, Hz 
interference in data. 1o design this fit~er, a Z:-dia.gram 
p.249) vas considered on which 60Hz frequency -
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was plotted around the unit circle 
\ 
frequ-ency corresponding to an angle of :trl on the unit circle 
\. 
\ 
was i/-
180 = ± 21.6° ( 3. l) 
where fN• l/2~T • SOOHz"is the Nyquist frequency, since the 
sampling intervalm'•lmsec. This frequency plays an important 
( 
role _ in designing . filter because the power spectrum above 
this frequen~y is folded back which is known as aliasing 
(Kanasewich, p.ll0-114). 
Two poles just outside the unit circle were considered so 
I 
that the signal spectrum was ~ot affected away from 60Hz. 
. . 
T h e Z- t r a n s f r o m o f t he i m p·u 1 s e r e 8 p o n 8 e f u n c t 1 o n w a s g 1 v e n 
by (Appendix-4) 
.. 
y { z) 
'l'l- _X{z) 
0.9899. (z 2 - l.8596z + l) 
- 2 
1 - l.8406z + 0.980Qz · 
{3:2) 
, 
where Y(z) is the output and X(z) is the input series. 
-------
The recursive relation f~r the output becomes 
,. 
+ 1.8406 Yn_ 1 - 0.9800 Yn_ 2 
~sing the ~hove recursive relation(3.3), 
I 
I 
\ · 
, 
{3.3) 
the filtered 
!_. 
. . . 
I 
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output was obtained but with a phase shift. To get rid of 
t h is pro b 1 em • t hat is , to get a zero ph a. a e sh 1ft rejection 
filter·, the OJ.Jtput from this process wa·(l reversed and passed 
through the same filter ag~in. Then the output vector was 
. 
reversed to obtain the desired zero phase shift data • 
·Band-pass Butterworth filter 
The purpose of chasing theiband-pass - filter was to 
eliminate the surface waves from the data. The l o w cut 
frequency W88 chosen as 20Hz for the elimination of surfa ~ e 
waves and the high cut frequency was chosen 120Hz, 
considering the a·ignlficant contribution 
power spectrum up to that frequency. 
i 
in t:he average 
There are ' number of techniques available for designing 
band-pass recursion fiJters {Kaiser,l963; Whfttlesey, l 964 ; 
Robertson,l965; Holtz and Leondes,l966). The most suitable 
technique for designing a class of filters known as 
Butterworth band-pass 
.,was chosen (Guillemin, l 957, 
p.588-591). This filter has 8 poles in the S-plane and was 
·applied in forward and reverse directions t .o.have a zero 
phase filter. 
A bilinea~,Z-transform was used 1n designing the ~ i l t~r to 
prevent .Jliasing problems (Golden and Kaise·r,l964 ) . The 
Z-transform of the impulse response has tfle form 
(Appendix - 5) 
' . 
\1· 
' 
I 
/ 
. .. --. 
\ 
'-·~ . '~J 
• 
I 
/ 
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F "(z) (3. 4) 
where 
j = 1,2,3,4 
and 
0 
coefficients the D2j-l and fl.2j were determined by the 
low and high pass cut-off frequencies. The impulse response 
of the filter (equat1on(3.4)) vas equivalent to the cascaded 
product of four filters 
~ 
l .,-.. " 
F ( z) (3.5) 
where terms'-like F
1
ha.ve th._e form 
( 3. 6) 
Since the filter was cascaded four times · in sutcession to 
produce the Z-trsnsform ~utput; recursive e4uat1ons for 
pr?gramming were dev~loped and Jsed (Appendix-5). A Fortran 
subroutine for the zero phase shift Butterworth fil~er which 
was given by Ganly (Kanasewich, p.274-2Z7) was used 1 n the 
programming for filteri~g ·the data. an~ the output · is 
-v 
normalized and plotted (Fig.3.5). The aver g~ power spectrum 
of filtered data vas . calculated and one of them is 
shown(Ffg.3.6). From Fig.3.6, it vas evident ~ that both of 
our chosen filters vor~ed properly since the 60Hz ·peak and 
the frequencies . belor 20Hz and above 120Hz are attenuated on 
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this spectrum compared with the amplitude on the previous 
spectrum(Fig.3.4). 
3.3 .it CDP Gather 
The purpose · of the hCDP Gather" was to rearrange · the 
traces from shot point order to depth point order. The 
traces of the Squires Park line we,re sorted or gathered into 
depth polnt order before stacking. All 
~ 
the traces of the 
first depth point were followed by all the traces of the 
second depth point and so on, 
Since the shots were at -an interval of two geophones and a 
'l 
24-geophone g~oup was used, a maximum 
'I 
pos)sible. The number of fold coverage 
to -noise ratio by n • where n 
coverage of 6-fold was 
• increases the signal 
is the number of fold 
coverage. In order to achieve subsurface coverage up t 0. 
below the shot 4,_ east.of which there is an anticline 
structure(Sect1on 2 • .3.3), . 4-fold and S-f old coverage were· 
a lao considered; and ll tot11l nu·•ber of 44 reflection points 
throughtout t _he line of survey was obt -ained. Finally, CDP 
gather was obtained with the hetp · af stacki~g chatt 
(Fig."3.7) 196 2) and ilt'dividual __ t rae e s were 
plotted(P'ig.3.8). 
)_ 
\ 
. ' 
SHOT 
POINT 
NOS, 
STACKING CHART 
DEPTH POINT NOS. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 4~ 44 
1 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
2 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 2 3 4 
Fig. 3.7 Stacking chart. 
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< 3.3.5 Velocity Analysis 
'rhe· main objective Qf ~velocity analysis was to 
determine the velocity function which will yield the best 
normal moveout correction and the au~illary objective of the 
velocity analysis . was to identify lithology. 
It was observed that the r.eflection seismic record for 
each shot looks like a · hype!bo1a(Fig.3.8)(Telford e t al., 1976 
p. 261) 
( 3. 7) 
where 1Q • 2D/Vrrn~ is• the vertical two-way travel time and D 
and Vrrns are the depth and rms velocity to the reflector 
respectively. 
The relat1on(J.7) gives a straight line if T , is plotted 
against X and the velocityl·can be determined- from the s lop.e 
< l/Vrms ) • 
The normal moveout(NMO) is the difference between the 
reflection time at an offset X and the reflection time zero 
offset and is given by 
(3.8) 
Substituting the value of ·T from equatlon(3.8) in equation 
t . (3.7)· and simplifying (Appendix-6) 
(3.9) 
( _ 
~- -L 
'v 
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It is evident from the a'bove relation that for a particular 
off set, " t'he normal move out time depends on v e 1 o c i t y ( V .,.171, ) • 
Our aim was to determine this velocity, . known as stacking 
.velocity, by measuring the NMO. 
T o d e t e r m i n e . t h e s t a c k i n(''re 1 o c it y o f t h e f 1 r. s t r e f 1 e c t o r , 
the least squares method (Kossack et a 1. , p.399-401) was 
appl1ed. · For each CDP reflection, the arrival t ,imes for 
different offset X was known from the CDP gP•section 
the ~lfferent values of offset X and the 
corresponding valo~s of arrival time T in equation(3.9), the 
vertical two-way travel time T and the velocity v were 
determined for the first reflector. It was found that the 
velocity was almost constant for each CDP and its value was 
equal to 3000±200 m/s. This velocity agrees with the 
velocity of the upper layer Humber Syncline which was 
obtained from Shell seismic refraction results. 
To estimate the stacking velocity for the second 
reflector, . the vertical two-way travel time Twas taken .to 
be 112ms which was estimated from refraction(Fig.2.14). This 
value of Twas used in equation(3.9) for different offset. 
I 
The different _ values of V ranging from 3700m/a to 4300m/s 
wi.th an interval of lOOm/a were considered and the moveout 
·' 
time was calculated. This aoveout ti11e was applied 
trace a to get the beat alignment of the traces. 
procedure 
-~Dlff~rent 
.was repeated for 
velocities were 
all the c o11mo n depth 
found (Table-3 .1) to be 
to the 
The aa111e 
point•; ' 
beet fo 
i 
the different COP. These different velocities are caused ,by 
____ L 
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local changes in the lithology and geometry 
reflector. 
CDP Nos. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
Table-3.1 
Stacking 
Velocity(m/s) 
4000 
3900 
4100 
4000 
4000 
3700 
3700 
3900 
4300 
3800 
3700 
4000 
4000 
4200 
3700 
3900 
4000 
4000 
3700 
3800 
4000 
3700 
CDP Nos. 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
Stacking 
Velocity(m/s) 
3700 
3800 
3700 
3900 
3800 
3700 
3800 
4300 
4300 
4300 
3800 
4200 
4000 
3800 
4000 
4200 
4100 
4300 
4100 
4000 
4300 
4100 
Stacking velocity for the second reflector 
at different CDP. 
3.3.6 Normal Moveout Correction 
of the 
The normal moveout correction was done before stacking the 
traces. It was noticed that the reflection event on the 
seismic record is curved. This occurs because the ray-path 
from the source to the geophone with some offset is longer 
than that yith no offset. The difference in the arrival time 
for a reflection on a zero-offset trace and an offset trace 
is called normal moveout(NMO). 
• 
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The NMO correction was computed by using the stacking 
velocity (discussed · in sect_ion 3.3.5) in equation(3.9) for 
each trace. T,.his correct ion was done by shifting the 
r e f 1 e c t i o n u p by t h 8 t am o u n t 8 n d t he t r 8 c e s we r e f o l\.n d t o be 
aligned for each reflection poin-t· The 
ti 
data after NHO 
'I 
correction is shown in Fia.J.9. 
3.3.7 Stack 
After the necessary corz:ections Of the traces, all that 
re11ained w a s t o s t a c!k t he d a t a , . t h at 1 a , t o a u m a 1 1 t h e ( 
• 
traces for \~ach co11mon depth p~ ·int, resulting in a single 
stacked trace being output 'for · each depth point • . Each 
individu'al trace in the stacked line is ~ctually · the sum o f 
~11 the traces at a depth poi~t. Because of the different 
fol~ coverage ., not all depth points contain the same number 
of traces. To compensa~e for this ,llDd Co insure that all 
stacked C: races have the same overall 'level, each stacked 
trace is scaled according to the nu•ber . of traces l n the 
'depth point. For the first four depth point a· , e~tc~. 8!1thered 
trace consisting· of 4 •tr;aces was multiplied by , 1/4 when 
stacked. For the, ne .xt four depth points, each stacked .~see 
consisti~g .of 5 traces v~s multiplied . by 1/5 w~ en , s t acked. 
The re111ain.ing 36. depth ·points· , that . 1a depth point numb.er 9 
to 4{, each po :i..it t ' consisting of 6 traces wa s mu ltiplied by 
• 
1/6 _vhen stacked. After stacking, th e finai section was 
plotted (P1g.3.10) and ~hia aectSon wee interpreted in th" 
next chapter • 
.. 
. . 
..... 
. ' 
-
- ' 
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4 INTERPRETATION 
... I 
The second purpose of ~his th'esis wa·s to interpret the 
.· 
seismic data· , that is the transfo_rmat ion of the · seismic 
'-information .into geological terms for the Squires Park line · 
- ' which t .raverses part of the Humber Syncline of the Deer Lake 
Ba$in; The . interpretation of both seismic reflection and 
r.ef·rac;t ion data 1s discussed in this chapter. _ Jhe 
1 n t «! r pre t at ion of 'the 8 e 1 ~ m 1 c data 1 s cor r .e 1 ate d wit h the · 
interpretation of geology· (Hy~~.l979; 1983) and with- th~ 
interpretation of the gravity and magnetics data (Miller and 
Wright. 1984). 
4.1 Reflection 
A t~o-diaensional geolo~i~al interpret at Ion of tbe 
reflection seismic data of the Squi~es Park line was done 
"' from the(final(atacked) sect,i~y(Ffg.3.10). The reflection 
events aving the highest-amplitude troughs (or p·eaks) are 
easily identified in this section. The troughs of the 
reflection events of · .the different. traces were .f ound to 
J 
follow e'ach other- except . at two placell, __ where jiD abrupt,., 
I 
· change was observed. Th• trough t~ trough of the reflection 
_,. 
events · were join~d and it vas clear that there were two 
.' 
shallow reflectors ~long the aeiaaic line. 1 The average 
. I 
depths of the reflectors were .~atiaated to :be abo111t 75a s ·n·d 
. i 
"' I 175m ••suaing velocity of tht first and lecond reflectors 
I 
3000•/• and 4000a/a •·••P•ctholy (Su~ion 2.~)- .based on 
••• ••<••••••• •••••••••• ••• •••••••s •••••••~<•• ••• 
/ 
/ 
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. ],ayers. T~~ major~structures are evident from the stacked 
---·· section (Fig.3 • .10)'. Firstly, an anticlinal structure 
cresting at shot 6 was observed. Secondly , two faults at 
aboUt shot 7 ' and 11 are evident where there is an 
discontinuity in the . . . reflection events. The beds, east of 
shot·. 7 and wes.t of s,hot 11 are uplifted. There were vertical 
thr~ws of about 70m an~ 120m in both the faults of the first 
and .second reflectors which show that the faults appear to 
be grow~ng rapidly with ~epth. There was no diffraction 
pattern . i ·n the stacked section. (Fig.3.10), since the faults · 
are at shallow depth •. It was ob~~rved that the uplifted bed 
has a gentle synclinal structure and the reflec~ora below 
shot 11 to, 14 have a gentle up_dip indicating higher velocity 
at lower ' depth towards the end of the profile. · 
To interpret the siacked sect~on (Fig.3.10) geo l ogically, 
a synthetic stacked sec~ion was generated assuming a simp l e • 
geologic ~odel. This modal vas based on the local geo l ogy 
• 
' and ' the refraction 1nf'onntion. The synthetic stacked 
. . 
section vas gen~rated assuming a two~reflector. model at an 
average depth of 75m and 175m vi,th the presence of the two 
major structures di•cus•ed earlier. 
I' 
syn.thet ·ic stac:ked · sectfon means t .o genera~e -· To generate 
,. ' 
-
synthetic seismograas (Peterson et al. 19 55) which are 
~ artificial teflec.tion records by convolut i on of the 
. 
• . . 
reflectivity .function with The two-way zero 
offset ' times froa ~he source to the reflectors were 
~ 
calculated for each shot by a~sum.ng the velocity 3000m / s 
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a n d 4 0 0 0 m /s . f o r t h e f 1 r s t a n d s e c o n d r e f 1 e c t o r a n d a -1 o c all y 
hori~ontal reflecting surface. The travel time was digitized 
with lms interval which is same as the sampling interval of 
our field dat~. Since the reflectors are at shallow depth 
and the change of velocity from the first ' :t ,o the "Second · 
layer · is large, the travel ti.me o~ the -second reflector is · 
.. 
lower thari twice the ~ravel time of the first refl.ctor and 
hence, multiples were not gene·rat i ng the 
synthetic stacked ee~tion. T~e reflectivity was calc~lated 
(Appendix-1) at the two layer boundaries at 75m and 175m 
depth assuming velocities ~OOOm/s, 4000m/s and 5000m/s with 
}h~ correspond!~$ densities 2.5 g~/~.c, 2.54 gm/c.c .and 2.7 
gm/c.c zespectively. Ricker wave let instead. of 
minimum phase wavelet was chosen as the source pulse because 
good Ricker wavelet was observed in ~he plot of the ~ata 
after filtering(Fig.J.~). The chosen 50-Hz f r _e que n c y i s 
within the ~sua! seismic range and is consistent with the 
frequency band used in reflection data processing(Section 
3.3.3). 
The synthetic stacked section ia plotted(F1g.4.1) and 
·~ compared vit .h the o~igin~l stacked sect1on(Fig.3.10). The 
·~....- I 
two plots vas alaost identical. From these it nature of the 
vas evident that there are two teflectors with an ave~age 
de~th of about 75m and 175• with the. presence of two mtjor 
structures. Firstly, . an anticlin~ ¢re~ting at shot 6 with 
th~ slanting surface of about 25 and secondly, two vertical 
faults near shot 7 and ll with an uplift of bed in b~tween 
L -
\ ' 
• 
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the faults having fault 
... 
throMs about jom·and 120m of the 
first and second reflector, respectively. 
4.2 'Refraction 
The seism~c refraction data were interpreted from the 
velocity contours(Fig.2.14). 
has been discussed in detailed 
~. 
The refraction interpretation 
in section 2.3.3. It Joi'SS 
:Interpreted from the velocity cont~urs that there are two 
interf~ce of the layer~ at average depths 90m and 170m and 
that of the other two major structures_, discussed in the 
reflection interpretation, are present. A discre~ency of 15m 
is;observed in the first layer depth(Section 4.1), because 
i 
the velocity contrast was drawn at discrete shot point 
locations which gives. certain er~r in interpolating the 
velocity contour for depth calculation. Moreover, depth 
calculatio~ by , refracti6n time-distance curve gives an 
approximate idea . about the depth of different layers since 
here we used the assumption of horizontal layering but t~e 
data in~icate dipping la9ers. The two major structures which 
are present: an anticline' cresting, at i'hot 6 arl'd faults at 
shot 7 and in 'between shots 10 and 11 with a gentle synclfn'e 
in between the faults. The formation beneath the anticline 
is Humber Falls which overlies the higher velocity Rocky 
...... 
Brook. These foraations are 1dent1ffed on tHe basis of their 
velocities 3000m/s ~nd 4000•/s r~spectfvily (section 2.2.3). 
The . layers in between t be faults are uplifted and the 
format ion beneath this area is alae Humb e r Falls overlying 
.. ~ .. ~----~-- - - . - ····-- - -·· --
........ - ---~---- L . 
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the Rocky Brook on the basis ·of their velociiies. There was 
an updfp gradual change 1ri veloci~~ from shot ll to shot 14. 
l formation beneath ' . this part is North Brook, which has 
higher derlsfty and velocity than the other: tWO 
formations(Section 2.3.3), with a gentle dip towards the 
fault line agreeing with the local geology as explained by 
Hyde(1983). 
4.3 Correlation vfth Geology, Gravity and Magnetics 
~he seismic data for 6oth reflectiqn and refraction were 
correlated with ;the local geology (Hyde, 1979; 1983) and 
with the gravity and magnetics data (Miller and Wright, 
1983). According to Hyde, the part of the Humber Syncline 
Basin which our seismic line traverses i~ composed of three 
rock groups, namely, North Brook, Rocky Brook and Humber 
Falls f~rmations. Froa reflection as well as refraction 
interpre~ation it was evident that th~re is a fault in the 
vicinity pf o.~o~r shot 11 and ~ast of the fault, from shot 11 
to 14 there ,is updip slope of the North Brook format ~ on 
\nocse density is higher than th~t of the other formations. 
This interpretation correlate• with the geology of that area 
(Hyde, 1983). 
I Hyde's(1983) geology also suggests that t here are 
sync 11 na 1 , and ant J ~11 nal· at ru i::- t urea in the major Rumber 
Syncline with the Humber Falls formation over~ying the 
higher density Rocky Brook formation . An anticline cresting 
at aho~ 6 was observed on . the seismic ~ata from ~he 
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interpretation of bot6 reflection and refr$ction data and ,_ 
there are two layers with velocity 3000m/s and 4000m/s 
. 
beneath this structure which agrees with the velocity of the 
corresponding layer of the Humber Falls and Rocky Brook 
formatlons(Section 2.2.3) and also agrees with the local 
. . 
geology(Hyde, 1983). 
It is , interpretated from both reflection ~nd re~racti6n 
I data that there fs another fault near shot 7 and the bed in 
b~etween. the two f .aults at shot 7 and 11 is uplifted. _From 
, 
refraction interpretation, it was clear tha~ there is a 
synclinal stucture in the uplifted bed agreeing with 
t .he Miller and Wright_'s(1984) residual anomaly map which 
shows slightly n~gative gravtty features in the -Humber 
Syncline coinciding with the Hu~ber Falls overlying the 
higher density Rocky Brook formation in that area. 
It is clear from the present seismic interpretation that 
I 
all the s~ismic ~ata of the Squires Park line are ·in 
agreement with the interpretation of the local geology{Hyde,. 
198 3) and with the gravity and magnetics data {Hiller and 
Wright, 1984). 
/ 
--
.. 
\ 
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5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIORS 
5.1 Su••ary and Conclusions 
'\.If. seismic study of the Deer Lake Basin o·f Newfoundland was 
undertaken. High resolution data (lmsec) were acquired along 
the Squires Park Ane in th.e H~mber Syncline by using &.-fold 
CDP technique. 
A preliminary refraction study was done from Shell seismic 
data and the r e ? r e s e _n t a t i v e velocity of the different 
formations of the Humber Syncline was used in data 
processing and interpretat~£"· 
Prior to reflection i~erpretation, refraction data were 
processed and interpreted in order to estimate the geologic 
structure in the Squires Park line area. 
In the reflection study, programmes were developed and 
• implemented to use the conventional data processing sequence 
order to get the final stacked sect ion for 
interpretation. An ideal synthetic seismogram was 
constructed based on the available geological and 
geophy11ical information. A comparison was made between the 
synthetic and the original stacked sect~ons and a good 
correlation was observed. On the basis of the refraction a• 
well 88 the reflection in t'\r pre tat 1 on, the following 
c onclusions were d r awn: 
1. There are two reflectors at av~age depths of about 75• 
and 175a. 
~ 
2 • T h e r e i s a n a n t i c ·11 n_,e c r e 8 t i n g a t s hot 6 • 
, 
L 
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3. The formation beneath the anticline is Humber Falls 
overlying the higher velocity Rocky Brook. 
4. Two vertical fault:s are present: at: shClt 7 and 11 with 
qn uplift: of bedso in betweeri the faults ~aving fault: throws 
a bout 70m and 120m of the first: and second ref lector 1 
respectively. 
5. A. gentle synclinal struct:ure is present in the uplift:ed 
be d an d- t h e f o r m a t: 1 o n be n e a t h t h 1 s s t: r u c t: u r e 1 s Hum be r Fa 11 s 
overlying the Rocky Brook. 
6. ""tlt-e..!:_e are g·entle updip reflectors below shot ll to 14 
- ~ 
with the pres nee of compact and high density -North Brook 
formation benea h' t:his area. 
The above lusions are in agreement with the loca l 
geology a.nd with e interpretation of the avail a ble gravit:y 
and oagnoti" da { a • 
5 .2. Li•itations id Suggestions for Further Work 
=:.J 
These are the following li)Dit'at:io..ns of the present work: 
1. A t:wo'-dimensional seismic interpretation is done since 
the data were available in a sin~le line. 
2. The quality of data in some trace,s was not good, so the 
noise could no't be re4uced to t:he optimum _level. 
3•. Hi~ration _ t~chnique was not applied · to the d_at.a and, 
th~ _refore, -accur~ posit i on ~nd shape o f t h e anticli,ne 
.faults was not po-ss i ble to determine. 
and 
It- is 'sugge s t:ed that: qu'au ty seismic data should be 
a cquired in. different line s fof three - dimensional seismic 
0 
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interpretation of the entire Hu11ber Syncline. It is also 
suggested\ that the mf,grat.ion technique should be applied 
before 1nter-pretat.1on for. the accurate determ1nat1on of . the 
structure. 
/ 
! 
J 
I 
' 
-· 
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6 APPENDIXES 
1 Appendix - 1 1 
S h o t e 1 e v a t 1 on f rom s u r v .. e y d a t a • 
Shot , 
Numbers 
Shot Elevation 
E (uters) 
Shot Shot Elevation 
Numbers E (meters) 
-------------------------------------------------
1 -0 . 94 8 -10.26 
2 . -2.46 9 -12" . 42 
3 -5.11 10 -13.19 
. 4 :,. 5 • 6 2 1 1 - 1 6 • 3 9 
5 -7.30 12 -17.26 
6 -8 . 05 13 . -_}19~, 
7 - 10 • 3 8 14 i 21 • 12,..- J 
-------- -- -- ------------------------r---~--------
. ·~ 
Ge9phone elevat1qn from survey data. 
--~- ---------------------------7----- -- -- ~---~---
Ceo phone 
Lo.cat ions 
.Geophone 
E1~V· E(m) 
Geophone 
Locations 
Geeophone 
Elev. E(m) 
1 -·r 26 e, -20. 76 2 -2· 0 27· -2L41 
' 3 - 3·~·12 2 8 -2 1 • 9 1 
4 -4.4 29 -22.52 
5 -5. . 30 • -23~23 
6 -5 . • 49 . 31 -: 24.08 
7 -6.<14 32 ~25.09 
.8 -6.88 . 33 -25.65 
9 :..7.49 34 -25.77 
10 -7.86 35 -26·. 90 
1~ - 8 . 63 3.6 - 26.61 ' 
12 -9.80 37 -26.93 
1 .3 ·-10.35 38 -27.04 
14 -10.29 39 -.27.51 
15 - 10.80 40 -28.32 
16 - 11.88 41 -28'. 5 4 
17 . - 12.61 42 - 28.17 
1 8 - 12 • 9 9 -j 4 3 - 2 7 • 6 3 
19 -13.u/ '44 . -26.94 
20 - 15.59 "' 45 -26.47 
21 -16.61 46 - 26.23 
23 17 84 48 ~ 25 ~ 97 
2 2 r - 17.04 4 1 -26.06 
--~~---~ ---~!~~;~---------~~--------=~;:;~-"---
.. 
-
\ 
' t'\_ 
·' 
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Appendix-2 
1 .Tvo-Hedia Caae(After Dobrin, 1976) 
Consider two-media with respective velocities-of v0 and v1 • 
separated by_ a horizontal discontinuity at depth z. 
B C 
The di .. rect wave travels fro!ll shot to ' detecto~ near the 
earth~s surfac~ at a velocity of Vo~ so that T• x/V0 This 
is repr~seri~ed 'on the plot .of I versus x as a straight line 
whiqh passes throu$h the origin a~d has a slope of 1/v0 • The 
w a v e r e f r a c t e d a 1 on g the 1 n t e r f a c e a t de p t h .z , follows the 
path ABCD makin~ a c r 1lica1 angl~ i with the horizontal. 
. c 
The total time along 'the refraction pat_h A:BCD is 
. 
T ::: TAB + TBC + TCD 
vh.ich can be w:r:itten as 
\ 
-
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T ::, ~/vo cos ic + . (x - 2z tan io)/Vl + z/v0 cos ic 
where sin l VO/Vl' i (1 V2/V2) l/2 i ~ cos = c. c 0 1 
and ic 
2 V2)~/2 tan = v 0; <v1 0 
After simplification, the time-distance relation finally 
becomes 
· On a plot T versus x, this is the equation o f a straight 
I ' 
line which has a slope of 1/V and which intercept the 
T axis(x•O) at a time 
. 
T . is known as the int e rcept time. 
l. 
From the above relation the depth z becom·es 
(T ./2) 2 V~) l/ 2 _ z = Yov11<v1 1. 
,._ 
' 
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Three-Media Case(After Dobrin, 1976) 
A F 
l vo Sin- -
v2 
= Sin-
c D 
v 
0 
Consider three-media with velocities V ,V , and V (V >V >V 0 l 2 2 l 0 
). Then the ray corresponding to the least travel time takes 
-l 
an angle i 1 = Sin (v0 ;v 2 ) with the vertical in the uppermost 
-l 
layer and an angle ~=Sin (v 1 ;v 2 ) with the vertical in the 
second layer. 
The total travel time from A to F is 
T = TAB + TBC + TCD + TDE + TEF 
Since TAB = TEF - zO/VO cos il = ( z 0;v 0 ) I [ l (V /V )2]1/2 0 2 
TBC = TDE - zl/Vl cos i2 = (z 1 /v1 )/[l - (V /V ) 2] l/2 l 2 
The total travel time becomes 
67 
T = (2i0/V0)/[1- (VO/V2l,211/2 + (2z1/Vl)J[1- Vl/V2~2]1/2 
+ CD/V2 , 
where CD = x - 2z0 tan 1 1 - 2z 1 tan 12 
= X 
Rearranging terms. we get 
The intercept time(at x~O) 
Solving for z , we get 
1 
V2)1/2 
1 
The depth to the lower interface is the sum of z and z , 
1 Q 
where z
0
ts computed by two-media case. 
1 . 
. / 
' 1 
I { 
l 
:: 
: I 
i 
~ 
-- -~ 
.. .... ·- ..• -
/ 
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Appendix-) 
Croaaover Distance 
The crossover distance. is the distance at wh1ch ihe ditect 
w a '1-E! and . the r E! f r acted . wave meet each other •· At d 1.s tan c e 
less than this, the direct wave traveling along the ~op of 
the layer reaches the . detector . first~ At greater 
distances; the wave refracted by the Interface arrives 
before the direct wave. 
The ref ore, the time distance relation of the direct ~ave, 
1 
T x/V and· the refracted wave, 0 0 
are equal at J[ • . 
eros 
) 
Hence, 2 x /V =X /V + 2z(Vl • 
eros 0 eros l 
and X 
eros 
V2) l/2 
0 ·. 
Simplifying and solving for x , we . obtain 
X = 2z(V1 + V )l/2/(V eros 0 l v )l/2 0 
•. 
) 
. : 
/ 
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Offae:t ·D!atance (After Dobrin 1 19.76) 
( "Consider, two-media with ve.loc1t1e,s ·'t and ~ sep.arated .by a 
. .. , I 
horizontal discon~inuity at depth z ~ 
c / 
! 
I 
I 
' I / . 
. I 
I ' 
' ' I 
/ 
The 6ff~et di~tance, x is/ given by 
off , 
I 
I 
z0 tan ·i t c / 
I 
... 
• 
... 
whe ~e 'c h <he c, :·~ <i ~.y. ~~ le of re.fraction and Sin , i~;... · v0 tv1 . .-
The value of J 
I , 
tan ic = ~in fc/co~· i-c. 
Therefore, 1 · · · 
.. xoff • •ov~jy~:- ~~) 1/2 
\. I . " 
J 
) I . 
•! 
I . 'I;; 
. · . . 
.. 
·-
,. 
' · 
·· . . 
... 
' •r-'4 
;1. 
L 
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Appendix-4 
Notc:b Filter 
... 
A notch filter can be ~e~ig~ed directly with .the h~~P of a 
Z-diagram on which frequen~ies are plotted a~ound the u~i t 
circle. The objective was to ~esign a filter for rejecting 
60Hz frequency by locating zeroes of the fllt~r at the 
points on the Z-plane unit circle corresponding to that 
frequency. To reject . 60Hz with data of lms ~ntervals, ' the 
Z- plane points which correspond to that frequency occur on 
' 
the unit clrclelat angles + n. determined as follows: 
where f • 500Hz is the Niquist frequency. 
N 
i' 
Unit Circle 
The location of the zeroes in the Z-plane are denote d by. 
Cll and Cl 2 • 
al = cos 21.6° + j sin 21. 6(1 
· a2 ~ cos 21.6° j sin 21.6° 
' 
' 
I 
f 
I 
'·. 
.. 
7 1 
"Or, 
a 1 • 0~9288 + j 0.3685 
a 2 - Q • 9 2 8 B - · j ·o • 3 6 95 • 
.-
In order nQt to disturb the signal ~pectrum away from 60Hz, 
I 
two poles 
. . . . 
just outside ~he unit ~ircle (say ;-1.01 and 
0 ~21.6) a~d clo~~ - to . the two zeroes are loc~~ed. Then the 
poles are located at 
. ... 
sl 1.01 (cos 21.6° + j - ~in 21.6~) 
sin 
.. 
or 
si = .o.939l + j o.J722 .. 
82 ; 0.9391 - j 0.3722 
Tbe Z-tranefprm of the. i mpulse res~6~•e function with a 
· • static gain G, · to in·aure a ga'in · of. u :nity .at the Nyquis~ 
frequency is 
· ., 
Rearr~nging and separatin~ r~a~ arid i•aginary parts _yield 
' . - \ 
--....__/ 
. . 
------- --- ------ - .. ~----- -- -~ 
, . 
-, 
J 
1 
-
·W ( z) = 
72 
G[z 2 ~ (a1 + a 2 )z + a1a 21 
2 1 - ( f\ + 8 2 ) z/ 81 B 2 + z /81 8 2 .... 
where G 
[1 + <B1 + B2 +1)/B1 B2 J. 
2 + (al + t12) 
.• 
S u b 8 t 1 t u t 1 n g t h e v a 1 u e' fj, o f a' s a n d B' 8 1 n t he a b o v e e q u a t 1 on s • 
the impulse reBponse becomes 
w ( z) Y'(z)/X(z) ; 0.9899(z 2 - 1.8596z + l) 
1- l.84Q6z + 0.9800z2 
where Y(z) and X(z) are the output and input series. 
' The recusive relation for the output is 
t 
Y = 0 . 9899 (X 
,n n 1.8596X0 _ 1 + Xn_ 2 ) - 0.9800Y0 _ 2 + 1.840~Yn-l 
' 
Y = a X 
n o n 
.. 1 
where ·~ • 0.9899. a 1• 1.8408, · a2 • 0.9899, 
· - 0.9800 • . 
• 4 . 
. ~ .. .. ... . 
b • 1.8406 a n d b • l 2 
The i nitial value of the output \was deter•ined fzom the 
initia-l value of the input data X • that is at n•O, Yo • ~ JU 
0 
a nd . t he .. all other terms are zero • . Wh en~, Y1• &oX:t+ 1\\+ 
·,. ~ 
\ ' YO." and the other terms are zeros ·and, so on. 
.. 
.. 
L 
.. 
I . 
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Appendix-5 
• 
Band-pass filter 
The recu,-sion filtering (Golden and Ka~ser, 1964; Shanks, 
1967) involv~s a feedback loop u~ing the polynomial 
Z-transform 
of the type 
I 
F (z) 
of the impuse response of recurssive 
where N and D's are the coefficients. 
of the 
Since F(z) 2 Y(z)/X(z), where Y(z) and X(z) are the output 
and · input series, the recursive relation of the output is 
' 
n 
y L 
n .t i=O 
N.X . ~ 
~ n-~ 
m 
L 
j=l 
D.Y . 
J n-J 
The ~nd-pass Butterworth filter havina lower and upper 
cutoff frequencies of 20Hz and 120Hz:, respectively and 
')laving . 8 poles in the Z- plane was cho&en. The filter was 
applied in forward and reverse directions so as to have zero 
phase. 
This fil~er has four S-plane zeroes at S•O, and eight 
S-plane pole~ ~t 
L 
I . 
-
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s -36.60 ± j 123.97 
s -134.44 :t j 98.90 
s -218.28 ± j 739.30 
s -480.89 :t j 353.80 
and the transte~ function is of the form 
,f~ 54 
gss + g7s' + .... + gls +go~ 
w h e r e g ' s.:. a r ~ c on s t an t s • 
Using bilinear Z-transform (Golden and Kai s er, 1964 ) . 
s 2 1 - z 
tiT 1 ,+ z 
wheretl.T•lms, sampling interval; the transfer function of th.e 
filter becomes 
F (z) 
·. 
f' 1 
.. 
1 
.t 
' 
-
7 5 ...( 
.· 
where Bl 1 .1. 9136lz + 0. 92966z 
2 
= 
B2 1 L 74003z + 0. 7.6 4 4.3z 
2 
= - .. 
B3 1 - · 1~24588z + 0 ~ 68060z 
2 .. 
~ 
B .y 
. 4 :;::: 1 -: 'l.l6038z + 0~ 38739z 2 
.. 
"The transfer function F~~~:) may be written as a cascaded 
.J 
prod'uct of four filters 
.. 
" F(z) :2 F 1 (z)F2 (z) .F 3 (z)F 4 ~cz) • I 
-
''" 
I 
. 
where terms 11((e F1 (z) have the form / 
" . 
F(z) ,;., (1 z 2)/.(l 2 - - D z + o2 z ) 1 1 
where D#s are coefficient~:~. 
I ' 
The f ~l ter 'is ca.acade<i four times (Kanasewich, 1981 > 
. . 
p. 243-244) . ·in aucces-ion pr_oduces a Z - tra'nsfora outp·ut and 
the recursive equat.tons for p~ograaming are 
~· . 
c = 
-
+ 
·c- 0.929665 X X 1 .• 91361 cn~l c n ' . n .n-2 n-2 
.. 
d ' 
n 
=•·c 
1') - . c n-2 + 1. 74003 d n-1 0.76443 d n-2 
en = 
d . ;.. d 2 + 1•. 24588 en-1 0.68060 en-2 n n-
y = e - en- 2 + 1.16Q38 Yn- 1 ~ 0.38739 Yn-.2 n r. 
Ap_pendix-6 
l . 
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Noraal IIO't'eout · in horizontal reflector:(After Telford 
e't al., 1976). 
Consider a horizontal reflector AB at a dep-th D below the 
shot p~int s. Energy leavingS along the dire.ct~on SC will .. 
be ref,lec.ted ~n ·such a direction that the angle of 
I 
reflection equals the angle of incidence. 
A 
T 
'\ '· 
' I 
' l · \ ·f I 
\ I I 
. I 
,~, 
I 
I , 
--~~ .... , 
I 
I~ 
B 
· .. 
Denot-ing the average velocity by V , the travel time T for 
,rms 
the reflected wave is (SC + CR)/V • However, SC•CI eo that 
rma . 
IR is equ•l . to the l-ength of · the actual path, SCR. 
Theref~re, T ·• ·II/I-msand in ter•• of offset X, we · c:an write 
; 
77 
The travel times for a geophone 
obtain 
T = 
0 
or, 4o2 = 
Substituting 
2D/V 
rms 
T2 v2 
o · rms 
the value 
I 
or?/ 
of 
at 
d~viding all throughout by J, we 
rms 
\ 
the shot i.e. at x-o 
' 
we 
.. 
. . 
: ~~· 
. :;.·~;· 
, 
in the above equation and 
get 
•,· 
To obtain Normal Hoveout(NMO) 6T, we subs_titute T = T
0 
+ t.T! 
After simplifying 
. ' 
.. _,_.....__ 
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Appendix-7 
To calculate the reflectivity at the interfaces of the 
\ . . 
! layers below the Squires Park. line in Humber Syncline, the 
density and velocity of. differen·t formations must be used. 
There are three layers, .Humber Falls, Rocky Brook. and North 
Brook f.ormat·ioris in that area. Their densities are 2.5 
gm/~.c. 2 ... 54 ga/c.c an_d 2,7. ·gm/c.c 
corresponding velocities 3000m/s, 
respectively 
400011/s and 
with the 
5000ut{ a__.j 
resp.ectively. Th.e reflectivity or the re'flection coefficient 
of the interface of the layers (Waters,l981, p.26) 
pl = 2.5 giTI/c .c, vl 3000 rn/s 
R · l 
·p2 = 2. 54 gm/c.c, v2 400Q rn/s 
R2 
p3 = 2.7 gm/c.c, v3 = 5000 m/s 
fa 
Ri = (pi+l vi+l 
i = 1,2. 
(I 
where Pi and Vi denote the density and velocity. 
Using the values of and V's in the 
0.5.1 and~- 0~14lare deter~d. 
above. equation. R • 
.. . 1 
j 
. 
··;H 
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7 .COMPUTER PROG~S 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
115 
lOS 
c 
109 
c 
1 
117 
107 
c 
90 · 
c 
c 
PROGRAM FOR STATIC CORRECTION 
STATIC CORRECTION OF rnE DEER LAKE DATA 
OIHENSfO}f'IO!RAHD(336) ,H(336) ,X(lOOO), '1'(1000) 
1NT£GER*2 HEAD(200) 
OPEN(UNIT:4,FILE:'HFAO:',RECL=l2l,BLOCKS1ZE;l2100, 
• STATUS='OLD',RECORDTYPE='FIX£0' ,READONLY) 
READ(J,llS) HEAD(l),H£AD(2),HEAD(3) 
HRITE(6 ,105) HEAD( 1) ,HEAD(2) ,HEAD( 3) 
FORMAT(lX,I6,IS,I6) 
FORMAT(lX, 'REEL NO ',I&,l0X4 ' .NO OF TR,..CES ' 
k .,I4,10X, 'DEL TIM' ,I6) 
~-
READ(2 ,109)(M(Il). II=l, 336) 
HRITE(6 , 109) (H( I I) ,JI;;:l, 336) 
FORMAT(l615) 
K=361 
11=1 
READ(3 ,ll7) IRAHD( 1), IlWiD( 3), IRAHD( 4} 
HRITE(6,107) IRAHD(l) , IRAH0(3),IRAHD(4) 
.FORMAT(lX, 16,15 , 16) . 
FORMAT(lX, 'TRA NO ',IS,10X, 'FIELD REC NO · ' 
*,IS·, 'FIELD TRA NO' ,IS) 
READ(&) (X( I), 1=1,100.0) 
LKJC=K(IJ)+l 
N=O 
oo go JK=ucK , 1ooq 
N=N+l 
' J Y(N)=X(JM) 
I 
J=lO'oO-H( I I) 
HRITE(9)(Y(I),I=l,3) 
II=II+1 
K0:::K+l 
IF(K.LT. 697) GO TO 1 
STOP 
END 
· l 
80 
0 
" PROGRAM FOR MUTING THE DATA 
C MUTING THE STATIC CORRECTED KOI\HALIZ£0 DATA 
OIKEHSIOM IRAHD{j336), H.( 336), X( 1000) ,GO( 24), 
c 
c 
*V( 14), DELT(U) ;Y( 1000) . 
INTEGER*2 HEAD(200) · 
READ(J,~5) HEAD(l),HEAD(2),H£AD(3) 
HRITE(6 ,105) HEAD(l.) ,HEAD( 2).HEAD( 3) 
· ll 5 FORMAT( 1X , J 6, I 5 , 16) 
105 · FORHAl'(lX, 'REEL NO ',l6,lOX, 'HOOF TRACES ' 
*,I4,10X,,DEL TIM' ,16) 
READ(2,109)(H(II),II~l,336) 
109 FORHAT(l6IS) 
READ(5,104)(GD(J),J~l,24) 
104 FORHAT(lOF8.1) ' 
READ(5,106)(V(I),l=l.,l4) 
106 FORHAT!lOFS~J) 
READ(5,102)(DELT( I) ,1=1, 14) 
102 FORHAT(lOF8.1) 
c 
. X=361 
Il=1 
AIRV=l.JS 
DO 60 Il=l,l4 
00 60 3=1,24 
Tl=(GD(J)/V(Il))+DELT(Il) 
T2=GD(J)/AIRV 
· ! LTl=Tl 
LT2=T2 
READ(~; 117) IRAHD(l). IRAHD(J). IRAHD( .4) . 
WRITE( 6-,107 ). IRAliD( 1), IRAHD(J), IRAHD( 4) 
117 FORHAT( lX, 16, IS, 1'6) 
J.07 FORHf\T(lX, 'TRA NO ',J5,10X,'FtELD REC NO ' 
c 
c 
* , l 5. 'Fl ELD TRA NO' , I 5) . . • 
H=lOOO-H( I I) , 
REAO(S)(X(I),l=l,M) 
I.IO liO JJ ; l,H 
Y(IJ)=X(IJ) 
40 COHTIIUIE 
c 
50 
DO SO JK=1,LT1 
Y(IK)=o.o 
COHTUIUE 
r . . 
'C 
70 
c-
1F(LT2.LE.H) GO TO 3 
GO TO ,70 
00 70 IM=LT2,N 
Y(IH);O.O 
CONTINUE 
HRIT£(9) (Y( I) ,I l=l, N) 
ll?U+l . 
K=K•l 
81 
60 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
PROGRAM FOR NOTCH FILTER(60 HZ RE~ECTION} 
-------------~--------~----------~-------
9 60 HZ REJECTION USING NOTCH FlLTE~ IN TIME DOHA[N. 
c 
c 
115 
lOS 
109 . 
l 
117 
107 
c · 
DIMENSION IRAHD( 336) ,M(336); X( - l: 1000), Y'( -1; iOOO) .· 
*,YY(-l:lOOO),z(~l:lOOO},ZZ(~OOO) 
INTEGER*2 H&:AD(200) . 
READ(J,liS) HEAD(l) ,fiEAD(2) ;H;xb(3) 
HRITE(6,105) HEAD(l),HEAD(2),~EAD(3) 
FORMAT(lX,I6,IS,I6) Y , 
FORHAT(lX, 'REEL NO ',I6,10X. 'HO OF TJiACES ' 
•,I4,10X, 'DEL TIH' ,16) 
R.EAD(2,109) (H(II) ,Il==l,336) 
l-'ORMAT(l6IS) 
·L=361 
II=l 
READ(3,ll.7} IR.AHD(l), IRAH0(3), IRAHD(4) 
HRITE( 6, 107) IRAHO( 1) ~ IRAHD( 3), JRAHD(4) 
FORHAT(lX,I6,J5,I6) · . 
FORMAT(lY., 'TRA HO ',IS ,lOX,' FIELD REC NO' 
•, IS,' FIELD TRA NO', IS) 
N: lOOO-,.H( I I) 
' l .. 
READ(8)(X~Ii,I :l~M) 
. '----... 
'' 
.. 
----~-·-· 
• 
"• . 
.~ 
~ 
,.j 
:i ~ 
f 
. ' 
. 
-
c 
c 
A~=0 . 9899 
A2=-~ . 9408 
A-3=0 . 9899 
82=1.8406 
a3: -o.9s 
DO 20 I =l ,N 
J=l :-1 
IF(J .GE.l) GO TO JO 
X(J) ==o.o · 
. Y(J)::O.O 
. .. 
, 82 
30 CONTINUE 
40 
c 
20 
c 
c 
c 
50 
c 
70 
ao r 
60 
c 
_c 
c 
c· .. 
K<=I-2 ' 
. IF(K .G£.1) -co T0 . 40 
X(J<)::::o.·o L 
Y(K)•O .O 
. CONTINUE 
Y( I);;; ( Al.*>!•( I))+ (A2*X(J)) + ( A3 *X\!:)) +(B2~Y(:")) 
*•(B3*Y(K)) . _ 
CONTINUE 
PASSING THE lH REVERSE ORDER 
! . 
/ DO 50 p::J.,N 
YY(IJ)=Y(M- Ij+l) 
CONT~HUE • 
DO 60 IK=l.,H 
IL=IK-1 · -
. IF(IJ.. . GE . ·l.) GO TO 70 
YY{IL)=O .. O 
Z(IL)=O . O 
COHTl NUE 
IH= IK-2 . 
IF(IH , GE . l) GO TO 80 
YY(JH)=O.O 
Z(IH)=O , O . 
CONTINUE 
Z('IK) = (Al *YY(lK)) + (A2*'tY ( IL) J -t (AJ.* ,Y:'f( [H)) 
h( 8 2'A Z(IL))+(.B3*Z(IH)) - ' 
CONTINUE 
REVERSING THE DATA AG'AIN 
DO 90 It•=l ,N . · 
ZZ ( IN) i Z('N:- IIh l) 
CONTINUE . 
. WRITE{9)(ZZ{I).I ;:l,N) 
- JJ :::H+.l 
L "'L+l 
1 F {L.LT . 697) 'co TO 1 
STOP 
E:;ND 
. , 
·"'·· 
t ' 
. 
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l / ~~~~~~ ~~-:~~ :~~ ~ :~:-~-~~~~-~~=~~~ 
I ' 
I .. · 
c/ · TO CACULATE P-OWER SPJ:;CTRUH .BY US! NG FF1'. DIH£NSIOM IRAHD(336) ,M( 3l6 )·, V ('~Q24 )_ ,-~(1024) 
*,POHER(l024) . . 
I 
I 
. , INTEGE_R t-2 HEAD ( 200) 
COMPLEX X 
... IC I READ(3,ll5) HEAD(.l) ,IIEAD(2) ,HEADC3} . 
I. WRITE( 6 , lOS) HEAD( l)".HEAD(2).Hk:A0( J) ~;5 FORMAT(lX,I6,I5,I6). ' 
. I . ~05 . FORMAT( lX • • REEl: HO ' , I 6 ,lOX •• NO OF ~ACES • 
I . . *,I4,10X, 'DEL TIM' ,16} · 
- / 'READ.(2,lo9HM(IILJI=l , 33o) . 
I
I - 109 ·fORMAT(l6JS) 
K=361 
I 
'/ 
I 
c 
1 
117 
lOT 
11=1 
N::lO . ' 
SIGI{::l.O 
~E~D(3,117) _IRAHD(lL IRAHD( 3) .. IR'AHD( ~}  
. WI\JTE(6,107) IRAHD(l), tRAHD0) ,lRAHD(4) 
, FORH!>T(lX,l~,IS,I6) .• , . . ~ 
FORMAT(J,X, 'TRA NO ' , JS,lOY.. 'FIELD RE:C t{O . ' 
I ~ . 15, 'FIELD TRA NO' , IS) . . . NN=lOOO-K( II) READ{8)(V( I) ,I=l ~NN ) 
. / 
/ 
/· 
.. ./ . 
i· 
I 
I 
I 
. I 
c 
' 55 
c 
2 . 
3 
· C 
DO 55 l.J=l,NN 
. _ X(IJ') :O~LX(V(JJ).O . O) . 
·- L=N~+l 
· oo· ;2 J'=L, 1024 . 
. X(J)=CMPLX( 0. 0,0 . 0) 
.· CONttNU~ . 
CAi:.L NLQ(;N ( N, X, S 1 GN) •· 
DO ,J 1 ;=1,1024 
A=REAL(X(l)) 
.8=AlHAG(X( I H . 
AHP=SQ~~**2~B••2) 
POWER(I)-(AMP)~~2 
"' HR I TE(9)(POHER(l).,l.= l,1024) 
ii=Il+l 
K-=K•l 
. iF(K.l.T . 6~1) GO TO 1 
STOP 
EN !:I 
.. 
. . 
· .. 
.. 
··. ' 
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SUBROUTINE NLOGN(N,X,SIGN) 
·c NMAX=LARGEST VALUE OF N TO 
J c NONi:xJMl'!Y1 DIKE:NSION }I(NHAX) DIMENSION H(1024) 
J 
c DIMENSION X(2**N) 
DIMENSION X(2) 
COMPLEX Y. . HK, HOLD, Q. 
LX=2**N 
DOl I=l,N .. 
l K(I) ::2U (N-I) 
DO 4 L=l,N 
NDLOCK=2**(L-l) 
LBLOCK=LX/NBLOCK 
LBHALF=LBLOCK/2 
- -- -~-""' K:O 
00.4 IBLOCK=l,NBLOCK 
FK=K 
FLX=LX 
V=SIGN~6 . 2831853*FK/FLX 
HK=CHPLX(COS(V), S IH(V)) 
ISl'ART=LBLOCKt:(lBLOCK-1 ) 
002 I =l,LBHALF 
J=lSl'ART+J 
JH=J+LBHALF 
Q=Y.(JH)*HK 
X(JH)'=X(J)-Q 
X ( J) ::X(.1) "'Q 
2 CONTINUE 
DO 3 1=2 , N 
Jl ; J 
IF {K .LT.H(I)) GO 1'0 4 
3 K=K-H(~ 
4 K=K+H(ll) 
K"O 
DO 7 J:::;J. .u: 
IF (K.LT.J) GOTO 5 
HOLD=X(J) 
X(J)=X(K•l) 
X(K+ 1 )=HOLD 
5 006 I=l.N 
11= I 
IF (ICLT. H(I) ) GOl'O 7 
6 K=K- H( l) 
7 K=K+H( I I) 
IF( SIGM . LT . O.O) RETURN 
00 8 I =l,LX 
8 X( 1 ):X( I)/FLX 
RETVRK 
END 
.. . 
. , 
7 
BE PROCESSED 
I 
I 
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PROGRAM FOR AVERAGING THE POWER SPECTRUM 
-~------------ -------- ----- - - - ----------
c AVERAGE POWER SPECTRUM 
DIHENSIOH IRAHD( l36) , V(512, 2it ), SUH(512) , A.VP;((S12) 
c 
c 
c 
115 
INTEGER*2 HEAD(200) 
READ(3,115) HEAD(l),HEAD(2) , HEAD(3) 
HRITE(6,105) HEAD(l) , HEAD(2) ,HEAD(3) 
.FORMAT(lX, 16, 15, I&) 
lOS FORHAT(lX , 'REEL NO ' , I6 , 10X,'NO OF TRACES ' 
* . l~.lOX,'DEL TIH',I6) 
00 9.1 IX<=.l,14 
READ(4 , 210) ISPHO 
WRITE(6,220) ISPNO 
210 FORMA.T(IS) 
220 FORHAT(20X,'SHOT NUMBER ' ,15) 
DO 90 I 'l= 1, 2it 
READ(8)(V(I,IY) , I ~ l,512 ) 
60 CO~TINUE , 
c 
DO 12 .7=1,512 . 
SUH(J) =O.O 
DO 12 I==l, 24. 
SUM(J) =SUM(J } ~v(J,I ) 
12 CONTINUE 
c 
DO 13 K=l,512 
AVPH(K)=SUH(X)/24. 
lJ CONTINUE 
c 
HRITE(9)(AVPH(l),l~l , 512 ) 
81 CONTINUE 
STOP 
... 
END 
'" 
' ·~ · •. 
. ' 
' 
(\ 
• 
c 
c 
115 
1_05 
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. PROGRAM FOR THE BAND PASS FILTER 
BUTTERWORTH BAND PASS FILTER(20 HZ TO 120 HZ) 
DlHENSlON 1RAHD(l36) ,H(JJ6) ,.X:( 1000) ,:0( 8) 
j,XC(3),XD(3) ; XE(J) 
IMTEGER*2 H'EAD(200) 
COMPLEX P(4),S(B),Zl,F2 
READ(3,115) HEAD(1) ;H\AD(2) , HEAD(3) 
HRITE(6,105) HEAD(l):~EAD(2),HEAD(J) 
FORMAT(1Y. , J6,15 , I6) 
FORHAT(lX, 'REEL HO' ,l6,10X, 'NO OF TRACES ' 
*,I4,10X,'DEL TIM' ,16) 
READ(2,~09)(H(II).II=1,336) . 
109 ~ORHAT(l6IS) • 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
L=361 
11=1 
F1=20.0 
F2=120o0 
DELT::l oO 
~ 
nroPI~ . 2831853 
DT=DELT/lOOO oO 
TDT=2.0/DT . 
f0T;;4 o0/DT 
ISH=l 
P(l)=CMPLX(-.3826834, o923879S) 
P(2)=CHPLX(- o3826834,-o9238795) 
P(J) =CHPLI(- o 9236795, o 3826834) 
P(4)=CKPLX(- o923879S,-.38268Jq ) 
Hl=TWOPI*rl 
W2=THOPI•F2 
Hl : .TUI'*"TAN ( H l/TDT) 
H2 =TUT*TAN(W2/TDT) 
HHID=(W2-Wl)/2 o0 
HH=H.L~H2 
oo 19 r- 1,11 
Zl=P{I):tHWIP 
Z2 =Zl*Zl- HW 
Z2::CSQRT(Z2) 
S(l)=Zl+Z2 
19 S(I•4)=Zl-Z2 
c 
' r 
. ( 
.. 
)-
\' 
G=.S/HHID 
G=G*G 
G.=G*G _ 
DO 29 I =1, 7 , 2 . 
. 8=-2. O*REAL( S( I)) 
~l = S ( I ) * S ( l +·l ) 
S=REAL(Zl) 
A=TDT+B+C/Tr:rf 
G=G*A , 
D(I) =(C*DT-FDT)/A 
87 
29 D(l+l)=(A-2.0*8)/A 
c 
lll READ(J,ll7) IRAHD(l),IRAHD ( 3),1RAH0(4) 
HRITE(6,l07') IRAHD(l), IRAHD.(J), IRAHD( 4) 
11/ FORMAT(1X,I6,I5,I6) . 
107 FORMAT(lX, 'TRA tiO' ,,IS,.lOX, 'FJELD REC NO' 
c 
*,IS,'FIELD TRA NO',IS) 
N=lOOO-H( l i:) . 
READ(B)(X(I),I=l,N) 
CALL FILTER(X,H,D,G,IG) 
HRITE(9)(X(I),I=l;N) 
li=II+l · 
L=L+l 
IF(L.LT.697) GO TO 11.1 
STOP 
END 
C flLTER IN FQR~ARD DIRECTION 
c 
c 
SUBROOTINE FILT£il{X,N, D,G, I G ) 
DIHEMSIOK X(lOOO),D(S),iC(3),1D(J},XE,3) 
XH2=X(l) 
XHl-=X{:2') 
XM=X(J) 
):C( l)=XH2 
XC(2)=XHl-D(l)*XC(l) 
XC(3) ~XH-XH2-D(l)*XC(2) -D(2)*XC ( 1) 
XD(l)=XC(l) 
XD(2)::XC(2)-D(3)*XD(l) 
XD(3) ::XC(3) - XC(l) -D(3)*XD(2) - 0( 4 )*XD(l} 
XE(l)=Y.D(l) . 
~t(2)=XD(2)-D(5)*Xe(l) 
Y.E( 3 )::Y.D(3) -XD( 1) -D( 5) *XE( 2) -0( 6) *XE( 1·] 
X(l)=XE(l) . 
X(2) =XE(2) - D(7)*X(1) 
X(3) =XE(3) - XE(l) - D(7)*X{2) - D(8 ) AX(l) 
\ 
' ~.' 
; 
I !· 
~l 
.... , 
34 
DO 39 1==4,N 
XH2==XM1 
XHl=XM 
X11::.X( I) 
K=I-((I-1)/3)*3 
GO TO(Jq,JS,36),K 
11=1 
111=3 . 
H2=2 
88 
GO TO 37 
35 11;:;2 . 
36 
37 
39 
c 
c 
c 
c 
111=1 . 
112=3 
' GO TO 37 
11=3 
111.=2 
112=1 
XC(M):_XH-XH2-D( 1) *XC(H1) -0( 2) tXC(H2) 
XD(M)=XC(H)-XC(112)-D(3)*XD(Hl)~D(4)tY.D(H2) 
XE(H)=XU(H)-XD(H2)-D(~*XE(Ml) - D(6)*XE(H2) 
X(l)=XE(M)-XE(M2) -~(7)~(l-1)-D(S)tX(I-2) 
FILTER IN REVERSE DIRECTIOH 
XH2=X(N) 
XMi=X(M-1) 
XH=-X(N-2) 
XC(1)"XM2 
XC{ 2) =XH1-D( 1 )*XC( 1) 
XC(3)"XM-XH2- D(l)*XC(2) - D( 2)tXC(1) 
XO(,J.)=XC(l) 
.. 
XD(2)=XC(2} - D(3}tXD(1) 
XD(3)=XC(J)-XC(l}-D(J)tXD(2)-D(4}tXO(i) 
XE(l)•XD(1) 
X~(2)=XD(2) -D(S)*XE(1) 
XE(3)=XD(3)-XD(l}-D(S)*XE(2) - D(6)*XE{l) 
X(N);:;X£(1) 
Y.(N-1)=XE(2) - D(7)tX(l) 
X(H-2)=XE(3)-XE(l) - D(7)tX ( 2)-D(8)tX(l) 
DO 49 I :::4, N 
XH2=XH.l 
XHl =XH 
J :::N-1'+1 
XH:::X(J) 
a<:J - ( ( I-1)/3)."3 
GO TO (4~,45,46),K 
/t-4 H= l 
111=3 
!12=2 
GO TO 47 
lt5 H=2 
' ' 
.. 
• 
.. 
1 46 
47 
49 
59 
Ml=l 
H2=3 
GO TO 47 
M=3 
111=2 
M2=l • 
89 
XC (H) =XM-XH2-D( l) * XC{Hl) - 0 ( ~ ) '*'XC~HA.) 
XD( H) :XC(H) -XC(M2) - D( 3) "'XD( H.L) - D{ 4) tY.D(M2) 
Y.E ( H)=XD(H) -XD(H2) -0(5) *XE ( Hl) -D~ 6) *XE (H2) 
X(J )=XE(M)-XE(M2) -D( 7):tX(J+l ) - D(S)tX(J+2) 
IF( 1G.N£.l) RETURN 
DO 59 I=l,H 
X(l ):::X(I)/G 
RETURN 
END 
PROGR,AM FOR COP GATHI::R( 6 -FOLO ) 
C COP CATHER(G - FOLD) 
c 
DIMEI\SION COPN0(3 6 ), H: J36;,, Y.(!C'OO) 
INTEGER CDPNO 
IA=20 
IB=~O 
1C=60 ,. 
10=80 
IE=lOO 
IF=J.20 
J = .l 
LL=O 
3 ·L=l. 
c 
2 
~5 
c 
25 
l 
c 
READ ( l.l5) COPNO(J) 
FORMAT ( IS) 
H'RITE( 6 ., 19) CUPNO(J) 
READ(2,25 ) ( M( I I), I I "' l,J3G ) . 
FORI1AT( 16IS) 
K=l 
II = l 
N =1000 -M( I I) 
R.E::AD( S )(X ( r), J -:l ,N) 
.. 
\ 
i~ Jl_ 
90 
IAA:IA+LL+L 
IBB=IB .. LL+L 
ICC=IC+LL+L 
IDD=ID .. LL+L 
IEE=IE+LL+L 
IFF=IF+LL.L 
. c 
IF(K .EQ . IAA) GO TO 100 
IF(K.EQ. IBB) GO TO 100 
IF(K.EQ. ICC) GO ' TO 100 
IF(K.EQ. IDD) GO TO 100 
lf(K.EQ; lEE) GO TO 100 
IF(K . EQ. IFF) GO TO 100 
c 
GO TO 200 
c 
100 CONTINUE 
NN::N .. l 
DO 50 I =HN! 1000 
50 X(I)=O . O ~ 
WRIT£(9) (X(l), 1==1,1000) 
WRIT£(6,89) H(li) 
c 
200 . II=II+l 
X=K+.l 
IF(K . LT.337) GO Tc) 1 
c 
REWIND a 
REWIND 2 
J=J+1 
L;:;L+l 
I"F(L. LT .S) GO TO 2 
c 
LL=LL+24 
IF(LL.LT .193) GO TO 3 
19 FORMAT( J.OX, 'CpHMON DEPTH POINT NO' , IS) 
89 FORMAT(IS) 
C 99 FORMAT(SF16.5) 
c 
c 
STOP 
END 
PROGRAH FOR THE EUHINATION OF NOIS!O l'Rt\C£5 
--~- ---- ------- - - - - --- - ------ - - - - ------- - -
TO ELIMINATE THE TRACES OF NOISE SHOT AFTER NHO 
DIMEN S ION X(lOOO), NUHBER(20) 
OPEN( UtUT=2 ,FILE= 'NSTEL. DAT' , TYPE= 'NEW') 
DATA (NUMBER( I) ,1 =1,20)/2, 9 ,lto ,20, 25,31,37,43, 
kl50,15&,J.62 , 168,17J,l79, 185,191 . 196,202,208,214/ 
1<=1 
. ~ 
.l 
..  - ·-
.;J:· ••• , _ , . 
----~, - -..L __ 
.. · . . , ... . 
l READ(B)(X(l), 1=1,1000) 
IFLAG=O 
DO 20 1=~.20 
91 
20 
. I F(K. EQ. MUMB£R( I)) I FLAC:: l 
CONTINUE 
lf(IFLAG.EQ.~) CO TO 30 
GO TO. 50 
30 COMTINl)E 
c 
DO 40 J7~, +OOO 
.X(J):O.O 
110 CONTINUE 
c 
CSO WRITE(2 ,~9) (X( I), 1=1,1000) 
50 HRITE(9)(X(l),I=l,l000) 
)(::)(+.1 
IF(K.LT.217) GO TO 1 
C CLOSE (UN1T=2, STATUS=' SAVE') 
Cl~ FORMAI(8F10.5) 
STOP 
. "END 
.· 
PROGRAM FOR THE 1.l£TEIUUNA1'10H OF VELOCITY Eli' L. S. HETI-100 
< 
------------- -~--~----------- - - ------ _T ___ -------------- I 
C THE VELOCITY . ANV THT"'AT ZERO OFF-SET 
C BY LEAST . SQU.<RE ME:THOD . 
c 
. c 
c 
DIMENSION OFFSET(6), .Y(6), X('6) 
DATA.( OFFSET,( I )',1'=1,6 .)/25 "J 225., 425 . ~25. ,925. , ~025 .. / 
H=SOO. . . . 
V=3000 . 
N=6 
_! · 
DO 30 1 =1,6 
Y(I )=( -"*(HU2) +(OF,:"SE.i( I )H2) )/(VH2) 
J£( I) ~OFFSET( I) UF t: 
CONTINUE '· 
suMx='o.o 
SUKY'=O. 0 , 
· SUHXY=O. 0 
SUMXX=O.O 
•' 
·.' 
i: 
·-
// 
• 
' 
I 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
, 92 
:/~ ·#· :,/· .DO 40 J:l,N 
SUHX=SUHX+X( I) 
SUJiY:oSlJHY+Y(I) 
SUt1XY:::SUI1XY+(X( I )*Y( I).,) 
SUHXX=SUHXX~(X(I)**2) 
CONTINUE 
/ 
// 
, 
' 
. 
40 
c 
c 
c . 
50 
c 
c 
c -
30 
c 
2 
3 
B:: (SlJMXY-( SUM>: *SUHY) /N) / ( SUHY.'i·- ( SUMXH 2) /N) · 
A==(SUHY/N)-B* (SUMX/H) . 
VEL=SQRT(ABS(/1./B)) 
TIIT=SQRT( A) 
HRIT£(6 , 50) VEL, TWl 
FORMAT( lOX, 'V£LOCITY::' , F5. 0, 'M/S' ,lOX, 'VERTICAL . 
* TNT=';F8.3,'5EC") , I 
STOP 
END 
0 
SAJ:fPLE .PROGRAM FOR TilE VELOCitY' SCAJ; 
------------ ·------------------------
\CELOCITY SCAN FOR FIRST , COP • TRi,CES 
DIMEHSlON X(6), T0(7), IOC:LTIM(6, 7) ,11( 6) ,Y ( lOOOL Z( 1000)' . 
OPEN(UNIT=l,FILE= 'VLST,I.. OAT' ,'fiT E= 'NEW '; 
V=J . O • ' 
DATA(X( I). I=l, 6 )/102S .• 625. ,62.5 . • 425 .• 220:. .• 25. I 
· DArTA'(r o(J) , J=l : 7)/60. ,66. ~72. ,78. ,94. ,90. ,96./ 
DATA(H(II),II=1,6)/l8,18,l8 , l 0, 19,18/ -
00 .JO .J::l, 7 
DO 30 1=1,6 
IDELTlH( I, J) = ((X (I) **2)/( 2*TO(J j 1i (YH2))) 
*~ ((X(I)**4)/ ( B*CT0**3)*[ V (J) •*4 ))) 
PRINT *LIDELTIH(I,J) 
~ONTli.IUE_ 
J:::t 
I r =l 
N: lOOO- H( I I) 
REA0( 9)(Y(I),I : l,N) 
LKK• IDELTIM-( IJ ,J)+l 
N.N =O 
00 90 JH=LKK, N 
NN=NH+1 
.. 
..... 
0 
90 . J Z ( HN) ~Y(JH) 
.... ·. 
, 
' .. 
'· 
. \ 
) 
' 
c 
18 
c ~9 
c . 
15 
c 
17 
c 
JO 
• ·c 
19 
J,.;N-IDELTIH(II,J) 
w'RITE(l.-,18}" L 
WRITE(9)(Z(I),I=l,L) 
Il=II•l. --
1 F (I I . l,.T . 7) <iO TO 3 
REWIND ~ 
J:.J .. J. 
93 
If' ( J .. LT . 8) GO TO 2 
CLOSE(UNIT=l,STATUS='SAVE') . 
, . 
FORHAT(l6I5) ' 
FORHAT(9F10 .. 5) 
STOP 
END 
. :"),' 
.  
PROGRAM FOR THE NORMAL KOVEOUT(RHO) • CO~ECTIOH 
---~-------~----~------~------~---------~-----. . . 
PROGfl.AM FOR NHO 
. ' 
DIMENSION X(216),T0(2l6),IDELTIH(216),Y(lOOO),Z(lOOO) 
V=J.O 
READ(3,l5)(X(l}.I=l,216) 
FORMAT ( 6F8 . 0) 
READ(4,17)(TO(I),J:l,216) 
FORMAT(l2f5.0) 
. DO 30 1•1,216 
IDELTIM(l)=(X(l)(*2)/(2*T~(I)*(V*t2)) 
CONTlMUE 1 . 
I-IRITE( 6 ,:1_9) I IDELTJM( I) ,1 =1, 216) 
FORMAT(6Jl2) 
'· ' 
·~ .. 
.. . 
I 
··.; .. · 
' .. 
,> 
. -~ ·-----·__:.. ,_ _ 
c 
3 
90 
c 
so 
·CHi 
. Cl~ 
50 
40 
c 
. 3 0 
1.5 
I=~ 
N;~OOO 
.... 
READ(9)('Y .. ( I I), II :: ~, N) 
LK~= IDELTIHf"i) +1 
NN=O 
DO 90 JH=LKK, N 
.NN=·MN+l 
Z(NN)=Y(.JM) 
L=N-IDELTIH(t)+l 
DO 50 - IK=L,N 
Z(IK):::o . o 
WR1TE(9)(Z(J),J=1,!000) 
l=I+~ 
IF(I . LT . 217) ~0 TO J 
FO~AT(6!5) 
FORHAT(SFlO; 5) 
STOP 
END 
( 
94 
PROGRAM FOR STA.CKH:G THE DATA 
STACKING PROGRAM 
DIHENSIO~ X(6,1000): S0M(l000) 
OPEH(utUT=a , FILE=' NSTEL . DAT' , TYPE= ' <?LD' ) 
DO 30 "1<=1,36 
R£AO(B,15){(X(I,J),J=l,l000),l=1,6) 
DO 40 J:::l,lOOO 
SUM(J)=O.O ~ 
DO 50 l:ol.,6 
SUH( J )'=SUH (J) •X (I ,J) 
CONTINUE 
SUH(J)=SUHlJl/~.0 
CONTINUE: 
l'Ri NT ~, ' HEADING' 
~RlTE(9)(SUH ( J),J = l , lOUO) 
CONTINUE 
FORRAT( SF 10.. 5) 
STOP 
· END 
--------- -··--------""!""'!~--!'""""'- ---- -----
-
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SAMPLE PRUGIWVt FOR PLOTTING THe SEISH1C.: TRACES 
----------------------------------------------
PLO'I'TING OF OEHLILTIPJ..EX NORMALIZED DATA OF D££1\ LAIC£ 
D,LHENSIOM ·x{~002), Y(l002)_ 
~- PLOTS(0,0,6) 
CALL FACTOR(~.O) 
CALL PLOT{2.0,2 . 0 ,-3) 
CALL SCALE( ) 
CA.U.. AXlS(O . O,O.O,~SHTlME ·, IN SECONDS,1'l,4 . 0,90. ~1 . 000,-0 . 25) 
CAtL AXIS( . ) 
CALL SYHSOL(l2 . 5, 4 .'7 ,0 . 21, ~8HDEHULTIPLEXED DATA , 0 . 0 ,18) 
CA.L.L SYMBOL(cf.0,-0 . 5,0.l't,34HfiG . J . .l PL:JT OF DEHULTIPLEXED DATA , 
A{),0,34) 
DO 50 I<=l,l4 
XL; I. '92r( 1-1) 
CA.i..i. SYMBOL( XL, '1,. 2, 0 . .14, 7HS?:;. , ,0 . 0, 7) 
1 VAL; I 
CALL NUHB2R(XL+O . S,4.2,0.14,VAL,O.O,-i ) 
SO CONTINUE · 
c 
~1 
c 
c 
1 
c 
.. 
X( 1 ):1. 000 
DO 51 1=2,1.000 
~(1)=1.\I-1)-~.001 
CALL SCALE(X, 8 . 0,10.00, 1) 
X(lOOl)=O.OOO ' 
X(1002)=D.25 
Y(.lOOl.)=-1.00 
Y(l002) =1.2.5 
K=361. 
·1 I =<1 
Jl:; IOOO 
READ(S) ( Y(J),I~l , N j 
CALL LlNE(Y,X,lOOO,l,0,2) 
CALL PI.OT ( 0. 08,0. 0 , - 3·) 
JJ :. JI+l 
K =K•l. 
IF(K . LT.697) GO TO 1 
CALL PLOTtl2 . 0,0 . 0,999) 
STOP 
El'iD 
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